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PRODUCTION METHOD

NAOCI is created using Protaxt, Promerge, Proapell
and HicroDesign Plus on a CPC 6128 and printed by
an Epson Stylus 800 and an Epson 1.9300 for all the
graphics. That‘s a lot of programs to learn... .
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IADCI is distributed by the Dwerryhouse family who
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BOB HOFFATT, 01454 329575, Weekends only please.
Hasterfile III, Hastercal, Qualitas and Protext.

FRANK FRONT, 01983 882197, Isle of Night, 4pm-10pm
VDE, CP/H, Protext and HACCI Services.

JONTY JONES, 01670 350254, Spin-8pm, SATURDAY ONLY

Microbesign, OCP Art Studio and Powerpage.
«Complain to him about HACCI graphics -Phllip»
MALCOLM BRABBIN, 01502 716344, Suffolk
8pm to lips: but not Saturdays. Basic programing.

IAN NEILL, 01926 337708, 69m to 10pm, Warwickshire
Eprom blowing, Hardware, Electronics and more.

MARK STEWART, 01773 822599, Belper, 5pm to 10pm,
PM! Adventure Creator, Basic and general help.

NIGEL IIELLS, 01784 211734, Ashford, tape to disc
problems, Basic programming and a general natter.

NIKE LYONS, 01942 259942, Wigan, Basic, Stop Press
Dk'tronics Speech Synth.

STUART GASCOIGNE, 0117 9531361, Bristol, Basic.
Machine code, PD Discs 19 to 36.

JOHN HUDSON, 0145‘ 423252, Huddersfield. H011,
cp/n, Hordstar/Neuword, dBASE, CP/H PD, CPC—PCH-PC

JOHN BOHLEY, 01733 702158, Peterborough.
I’D/Book Libraries and "ACCT OHBUDSMAN.

CLIVE JACKSON, Cobol, Basic, Bankman, Sorting,
File Handling and Applications programming.
37 Essex Road, Stamford, Lincs, FE9 1L6

RICHARD AVERY, Tasword 464, GPaint, Another World.
35 Marlborough View, Cove, Farnborough, G014 9YA

NIC RAVNER, 0850 992747 (mobile) Manchester
CPC Emulators on the PC.

PHILIP DiRICHLEAU, 01522 511608, Lincoln
HicroDesign, Protext, Printers, word Processing,
BASIC and anything to do with Editing a magazine.
All day until 9pm (Notice nee hours please)

ARTHUR/ANGELA COOK, 01903 206739, Sussex
Tape Library, Repairs, General CPC and flatter
All day till 109!-

NB :
This help—line is provided on a voluntary basis by
club members to assist other members. Plans. call
between 7pm and 9pm (unless stated otherwise.)
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We]! you lot, you can stop complaining now. I ’n ve11 ahead of tile with this
issue of ”MCI, so it should appear on your doorsteps around about the 7th of
February. That, incidently, is right on tile.

lllAllIiS A 1.01 CHAPS

Hy postlan was an insane idiot who

liked nothing better than loosing any
post that was sent to me. The postman
who used to deliver my letters is now
back on the round and, guess what, I
haven‘t missed a letter since.
I'd like to thank those melbers who

sent me a collection of letters with
nothing more than a piece of paper
inside with the date and time of
postage. I now know, roughly speaking,
the average tiling of post from around
the country and when to start looking
for letters that haven‘t arrived.

111E 11EIS

WACCI is now in possesion of some

interesting hardware, donated to the
club by a certain Phil Craven (yes,
that one). this includes a load of
almost finished Rolbo Ilomboards (I
still need to put cables on them), a

vast number of Rombo Circuit Boards,
both for the Router and the Vidi
Digitiser, some side switches and 30

odd 6128 Basic Chips (the ones you
need to upgrade a 464 to a 6128).

I need to work out the costing of
these articles, but the moment I've
done it, I‘ll let you all know.
Remember, these are the last of the
BRAND NEH ROIbo llombores in existence,
they are 110']I secondhand. However, the
prices are going to be very, very low

indeed (Maybe £20 for a 11011130).

A few years ago, Phil Craven had a

very bad reputation with HACCI and the
CPC Scene but, it would appear, since
that tile, he has pulled himself
together.

To donate such articles to HACCI

itself, I think, was a marvelous
gesture and the WICCI editorial team
would like to thank Phil for then.
the, I think, to let that part of the
past stay firlly where it is, in the
past. Thanks Phil, and best of luck
with the future,

SORRY (AGAIN)
He at WACCI HQ are a load a raving
lunatics who never seem to be able to
get anything right. Computer Cavern
seem to be the latest victin of this
ralpent insanity, in that we've
managed to trim off the end of their
phone number for sone months now.

Right, it's corrected (please let it
be so) but, as way of an apology, it's
here as well

COMPUTER CAVEllll

9 Dean Street, Harlow
Bucks, SL7 3AA

Tel/Fax 015128 891012

GAIES Ill lAch'!
The games special is on line and

starting to build up. I need games
reviews (decent games please), as well
as anything else that is even half way
towards being about games. If
possible, can you send a screen shot
from the game (don‘t worry if you
can't, I can do it at this end if I
have the game here).

TAPPERS IS llllIlDIllG
For those of you who really liked the
TAPPERS series, I have some
interesting news. I‘m working on a

program at the moment (alright, it's
going to be a very advanced Diary
crossed with a file—o—far), which
should be entering these pages as of
next month. I ilagine it'll last for a
few issues as well, so be patient with
me (please)r Sorry about the delay,
but programming it (suitable for these
pages as well) is quite a long process
and somewhat time consuming. Not only
do I have to write the program, but it
has to be error tested as well to
make quite sure it works.

A FINAL FAREIELL

I regret to have to inform the HACCI

membership that Len Knight, a long
standing HACCI member, died on
December list of last year. Len wrote
several letters to Fair Comment and
was well loved by all who knew him.
I have sent a letter to Mrs Knight,

conveying the comliserations and

prayers of the HACCI editorial team
and the HACCI Iembership.
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Richard ‘Bunny’ FairhurstFrank Neatherway
3 Glebe Close
Rayleigh
Essex

SSG 9HL

IHEI THE IORlD
Thanks to you «Paul, not he -
Richard» and all of the hard working
«that excludes he, too» WhCCI tean
for producing the magazine and the
Library Supplement.
llike the recent articles giving

help to readers on the various art and
DTP programs, and think that they
should be continued with the many

interesting utilities and newer
prograns contained in the P0 library.
This would surely encourage members to
make more use of the facilities.
I was sorry to niss the second

Convention because my wife was in
hospital at the tile. The first one
was enjoyable and I trust the sale
central and easily accessible venue is
kept next year.

Arthur Coulter
Moseley

«In which case, send Angie a postcard
stating your preferences (see Plarket
Stall Md). Sinilarly, I’n sure Philip
would be delighted to hear of any
ideas for ”special issues” in the vein
of the art and design one. I reckon a
nusic issue: how about it, Mr 0?
It ’s true, h’alsall is central and

easily accessible when you live in
hoseley. about in niles away, i
reckon... - Richard»

«I like specials, even if they are
hard work. The cert one will be about
ganes and if the nenhership would like
one on music then so be it -Philip))
OUTMAGEOUS FORTUNE

I read Angela’s ergonomics article
with great interest, as I keep on
getting a pain in the neck with
sitting at my 464 for hours on end. I
have readjusted my chair and put some

big, heavy books under my monitor so
that it would be at eye level, but I
still get a pain in the neck and my

arm was aching too.

I thought, "I‘m doing all the right
things: why an I still getting a pain
in the neck?" 50 I got this idea — I
don‘t know where it came from - that
if i had a sprained wrist, then I

would most likely put it into a sling.
i tried this and it didn't work, but
still, there was sonething there.
After some hours of thinking [I

really must stop this, it hurts too
much), the answer arrived: how about
an elastic hand? So I got a length of
elastic, tied a knot in it and put it
on, like you would a sling. My hand
was free to do the typing but when it
was at rest it just hung there with
the springiness of the elastic.

And now I don‘t get a pain in the
neck. Stop laughing - can you come up
with anything better?

Mora Lees
Birmingham

((1 have to adnit, .7 can’t. hpart iron
suggesting you use a [lac with an Apple
Adjustable Keyboard... no, no, I
didn’t say that.
Putting big, heavy books under your

head can be good for your posture,
too. Ileally. - Richard»

((Ili hora, Philip here. I 'n pleased to
see that you're still with us. does
that near that i ’n starting to get it
right at last? —Philip))

HUD-IIMKED

In response to Simon Lucas (issue 106)
Colourdump 3 is optimised for the star
printers which have their own colour
printing system. Coiourdump 2 will
work with other Epson-compatible
printers by doing three passes, one
for each colour.
Ron Hobday may find that his version

of SuperCalc 2 is pre-programmed with
printer setup codes. He can use
lMSl‘hLl. on the reverse of the disc to
find out, remove them and install
new codes.

If Jean Stangroom (issue 107) is
trying to use Mini Office II with a

high capacity drive 0:, she will
probably have difficulties as M02

grabs all the RAM and won't allow even
the few bytes needed to use a high
capacity disc. Mer options are to use
M02 with a side-switched drive ll:
giving 2 r 178k in standard format or
move to another VP. This nornally
involves saving all M02 files in ASCII

and loading them into the new HP.
'l'om Meill needs to remelber that,

when inporting screens into Stop Press
the top of the screen is lost under
the Stop Press menus.

John R Hudson
Muddersfield

«Thank you, thank you, thank you and
thank you. You ought to be writing
l'air Consent, you know, John. hang on,
didn’t [like Lyons suggest that nany
noons ago?
I ’d be surprised if llini Office II

conflicts with Parahus, though: the
latter uses very little workspace that
”/5003 doesn't, and conpatibility with
existing prograns is alnost total when

you’ve installed it in slot 7. The

only exceptions I know of are Micro-
besign Plus, PM, and a rather nasty
h‘ernan deno called More iperience.
Anyone out there tried it? Anyone out
there still use Mini office ll?

- llichard J Pairhurst»

((I 'n here a lot this nonth, aren't I?
You 're right hichard, Mike did put
forward John as a Fair t'onnent
editor. Ilot sonetbing that you'd want
to wish on a friend, which is why I
offered it to the editor of bl’l. (that
should get sone people talking!)
Ilini-hffice II is Parabos hostile. I

know about the problens with MS, but
llicrohesign Plus as well? The later is
nost strange since I use hicrobesign
Plus all the tine and I ’ve got Parabos
in slot 7 of any llonhor —Philip))
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THE PROGRAMMER PATCH

MATTHEW+STEPHEN PHILLIPS
This new series ains to offer a snorgasbord of programing delicacies, juggling
those not potatoes of efficiency versus readability, of compactitude versus
peranbulatory execution, and ever searching for a use of the CRt'Al function, yet
without wasting an opportunity of using our thesaurus.
followed Alan Tilling’s Very Basic Basic series,
ready for sonething nore adventurous.

RUN'ARIICLE

Re are going to start by looking at a

progran written by Stephen in the days
when Computing with the hmstrad had a

"ten-liners" slot for short BASIC

programs. This wasn‘t one of then.
Don't get scared off by the horrible
listing, as all will soon become as
clear as jelly.
If you feel like it, you could type

in the progran in Fig 1. You night
even find it useful and it is only
eight lines after all, The program
displays a catalogue of the disc, and
allows you to choose a file to run by
moving a pointer with the cursor
keys. Holding down SHIFT will make

the pointer move faster. The file is
selected by pressing COPY, SPRCE or
ENTER (RETURN to you 6128 users). You

can change to a different user area by
moving the pointer to the word "user“
at the top of the display and pressing
one of the three selection keys.
As he has been working as a software

engineer over the summer, Stephen
wants to make it clear that this is
NOT meant to be an example of Good

Programming Practice. Hustn‘t spoil
the job prospects with one little
example.
The progran takes up less than ill of

disc space. This is important because
the idea is that you would save it on
every disc and use it as a disc menu

systen. To achieve this small size,
many ingenious techniques have been
employed. Although they do make the
listing rather daunting, one bonus is
that the program runs Iuch faster.

LIST 10-80
Let‘s have a quick look through what
each line does.

”any of you will have
and we hope that you now feel

10 sets up some machine code (shock,
horror!) that we need later.

ZR makes sure the screen is set up as
normal, and catalogues the disc.

30 is where the fun starts.
starting "NNILE 1" ends at the
"NERD" in line 70. There is no way
out of this loop and the program
only stops when the user selects a

file, which is run in line 50.
The second WHILE loop ends at the

NERD part way through line 50, and
waits until a file or "user" is
selected.
at the end of
pointer, CRR$(215),
the screen.

The loop

the line the
is printed on

in has a EMILE-NERD loop all to
itself. It waits until SPACE, COPY

or ENTER is pressed, and in the
meantime moves the pointer about in
response to the cursor keys.

50 after removing the cursor, reads
twelve characters off the screen,
using the machine code entered in
line 10. We now encounter the
NEND, whose NNILE was halfway
through line 30. If we get past
the NERD we know that we either
want to run a file, or change to a

different user area on the disc.
If the ninth character is a full
stop, we can assume that the string
is a filename, and run it.
Otherwise we proceed to...

h o asks for the new user number,
changes it and recatalogues the
disc. The WHILE-NERD loop here
ensures that it's between 0 and 15.

70 is the HERD which will send us back
to line 30, ready to start again.

80 is a subroutine which waits until
none of the selection keys are
being pressed, and then clears the
keyboard buffer.

(SOTO 10

The first command in the program is
there to speed things up slightly.
There are three different types of
variable: strings, integers and reals.
0n the hnstrad, integer variables are
whole numbers from -32758 to 32767.
Real variables (also known as floating
point variables) can be much bigger
and don‘t have to be whole numbers.
Using a real variable when an integer
will do makes extra work for BASIC and
slows the program down. To specify
explicitly that a variable is a string
we use the “3" character as in:

a$:"Hello Nun!“

There are equivalent characters for
integer variables and reals. For
example:

1%:3

r!=3.1415

The "l" character is rarely used in
this context because variables without
any type identifiers are real by

default. "DEEINT a-z" changes the
default type to integer for all
variables beginning with the letters
ato z. You can find out about its
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lesser known friends DEFMEAL and
OEFSTM in your manual. As an example,
how about:

DXFSTM t
tigger:"Philip Dillichleau"
PRIMT tigger

He'll cover the rest of line 10 in a

later article.

INITIAL THOUGHTS

This disc menu program could be run at
any time, so it must make sure that
the computer, and in particular the
screen, is set up properly. This is
all handled in line 20. We make use
of three firmware calls, machine code
routines which are built in to the
computer. They are:

illlilh TXT IMITIALISE
Among other things, resets the
pen and paper colours, and
moves the cursor to the top
left of the screen.

LBBBM ERA IMITIALISE
Resets the graphics pen and

paper, the size and origin of
the graphics window, moves the
graphics cursor to the bottom
left, and sets the graphics
write mode to normal.

LBCOZ SCM RESET

Sets the inks to their default
values.

These three routines are a handy way
of getting a lot of things set up with
very few commands.
After selecting MODE 2, we print

CMRMZT) and CMMSU) to switch to XOR

graphics mode. You see MOM mode in
use all the time, as it is used to
display the BASIC text cursor. We use
this same effect to display our
pointer. If you switch on your
Amstrad, and type in the following few
commands, you can see a further
demonstration:

MODE 2

Pill“ CMMS(23);CMR$(1)
MOVE 0,372:DMAMR 200,0,1

A horizontal line should appear,
cutting through some of the text you
typed. Type the last line again, and
the text will magically (or rather

logically) reappear. This is all due
to the properties of XOR, as any
logician could tell you.

aXOMh

Hap-do ”Moo OMHO

Figure 1.6

Figure 1.6 shows the “truth table"
for ellclusive OR. Imagine that a is
the colour of a pixel on the screen,
and that h is the colour we are going
to print on top. The colour that
appears on the screen is a MOR b. So,
if b is 0, then the colour stays as a.
If h is 1, then the colour changes
from 0 to 1 or from 1 to O. In either
case, printing colour b on top again
means that we end up with what we

started with. This makes it easy for
us to move our pointer about on the
screen without worrying about what is
underneath it.

The position of the pointer is held
in the variables r and y, and these
are set up to place it near the top of
the screen. After cataloguing the
disc, the VPOS function is used to put
the Vertical Position of the text
cursor into variable v. As disc
catalogues vary in length, we have to
use VPOS to find out where the cursor
has ended up. Variable v is used in
the LOCATE command in line 60 to
ensure that the "llserz" prompt is
always in the right place, just below
the end of the disc catalogue.

END OF FILE
The program ends in line 50 when the
selected file is MUM. Some programs
may assume that the screen is already
in MODE 1 as it is when you first
switch on. Before running the program
we reset the graphics write mode with
another call to lDBDA and change to
MODE 1, as these are the only things
we have altered since the start.

HTML SILLY HEADIMG

As a challenge you may want to
investigate line 40 as that's what
we'll be looking at next time. Also,
if anyone can explain why Locomotive

Software decided to include the CREAL

function in Amstrad BASIC, we'd be

interested to know!

«This was one of the articles that
was lost in the infamous black hole or’

my down defunct filing system. So I
have a thousand discs lying around
everywhere and I keep having to rescue
them iron children, but at Ieast I
know where they are -I’h1'.lip))

10 narrur a-z:MEMORY MIMEM-34:a=UMT(MI

nau+1l you x:O no 33 MEADa$:P0lEa+x,VA
L("r"+as):uaxr:unrmcu,1u,mm,4c,mu,os,
a,uu,ss,1,46,78,a1,ca,23,5r,23,5s,6u,c
u,60,us,77,23,c,19,s5,cu,6r,mm,r1,10,r
2,c9

20 CALL £3114thth hBC02:CMLL hBBBIl:MO

DE 22PRIMT CHRS(23)+CMM$(1):x:lOO:y:29
6:CAT:v:VPOS(hO)

30 MMILE 1:TAG:f$=SPACE$(12):MMILEMID

$(f$,9,1)<>".” AMI] MfDS(f$,8,1)<)":":M
OVE x,y:PllIllT CHM$(215);:GOSUB 80

40 WHILE IMKEHUHIMKEH18)+IMKEY(9)=
-3:b:x:c=y:r=Mlill(O,MlM(OTZ,x+3*((IMMMY
(8)>-1)-(IMMEY(1))-l))*(4+3t(IMAEY(21)
:—l)))):y=MAX(15,MIM(399,y+3*((IMKEY{2
)>-1)-(IMKEY(O))-i))t((IMliliY(21):-1)+2
))):MOVE b,c:PllIMT CMM$(215);:MOVE x,y
:PMlMT cun$(215);:wrum

50 GOSUB 80:MOVE x,y:PRIMT CMR$(215);:
p:(r\160)*20+1:q:(400-y)\16+l:LOCATE p

,q CALL a,srs:vruu:rnsorr:1r Mius(fs,9
,1)="." THEM MEMORY MIMEM+34ICMLL LBBB

A:MODL‘1:RUM H

60 u:16:vuILr u nun -16:LOCATE 1,v:rnr
MT"User: "+cuns(20);:rrur IMPUT u$:u:V
AL(u$):MEMD:IT us<>"" runu :USEM,u:CLS

:cnrzv:veos(tO)

70 "END

80 MMILE IMKEY(47)+IMKEY(18)+IMKEY(9)>
-]:WEMD:MHILE IMMEY$<>“":MEMD:RETURM
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PATCHING
PROTEXT )-

So you’re baclr for more? Tell, last tine I tried to explain sone of the Protest
rectors. This tine, I '1] try the lists. You've already seen one of the lists, and
used it to find the address of the workspace, and the version of Protext. That
particular [(51 is pretty vital — you can‘t do due/I without it.
To call a particular list,
this simple piece of code:

just use

ld hl,NSl :Point ill. to RSE

call Ebcdt ;'l'ry to find it
...... ;Set up entry paraus
call tlb ;Execute NSN

;llse exit conditions
ret ;l]one!
.RSX byte d10,E8x ;Required list

Or, if you want to use the ESE a few
times, you can do the following
instead:

ld hl,RSll ;Point HE to rsx
call hbcdi ;Eind it
ld (NSX),hl ,'Store address for later
1d a,c
1d (RSX+2),a
ret
.RSX byte E10,E8x,0 ;Required list

(Do that in the initialisation, and
then whenever you want to call the
ESE, just do this:)

;Set up entry params
;Execute ESE

;llse exit conditions

[NET DO THEY 00?
Oh, I suppose you want to know what
all the RSXs do then! Here goes:

nsx: E10,E83
Entry: None

Exit: DE=1, HE:workspace+l
Notes Read the word at NL for the

address of the Printer driver

ESE: E10,E84
Entry: None

Exit: EC:E4D, DE=E22, HL=workspace+E22
Notes: head word at EL for text len

ESE: E10,E85 (+)
Entry: DE contains text addr to go to
Exit: Goto addr DE (carry set on exit)

RSE: E10,E86 (+)
Entry: DE contains line turn to go to.
Exit: E11 corrupt.
Notes: line num is actual line run as

shown with paged mode off,

nsx: £10,187 (+)
Entry: DE contains colunn num to go to
Exit: Ell corrupt

RSX: t10,t88 (+)
Entry: DE contains number of spaces to

insert forward from cursor
Exit: hE,EC corrupt. Carry set if it

worked. Hi. contains current text
address. IX is current char iron start
of line [NOT colun < Tab is one char)
Notes: Use this to make space 2 insert
something into the text at current
pos. After call just copy char to NE

nsx: E10,t89 (+)
Entry: DE contains non of characters

to delete ahead of cursor
Exit: ALEC corrupt. Carry set if it
worked. NL contains current text addr
Ill contains current chr fro: start of
line (NOT coluan - Tab is one chart).
Notes: Use this to delete something
from the text at the current position.

nsx: HOME (+)
Entry: None

Exit: NL points to text start,
DE points to text end.

RSX: HOME (+)
Entry: None

Exit: h:number of block Iarkers found
(zero flag if both), E and EL corrupt
If both found, HE points to last one

list: E10,t8€ (+)
Entry: None

Exit: NL:text addr, ll contain current
character from start of line (NOT

column - Tab is one character!).

RSX: th,EED
Entry: None

Exit: Hbzhkll‘ll, DE:EE667 (Address for
v1.22)

Notes: This ESE points Hi to the addr
of commands in NON, DE to table of
addr of the routines for the commands

Note that any RSXs which are marked
with a (+) can only be called when

Protext is running. The reason for
this is that when Protext is running,
it swaps it's workspace to EECDO

(Basic‘s workspace) so that it doesn't
need to do conplicated calculations
with the It register (which contains
the address of it's allocated
workspace when it is called). The

marked lists use direct access of EECEO

instead of the IN register, and so can
crash the Iachiue if called when

Protext isn‘t running. Also, you
shouldn't try to do anything with
Basic when Protext is running, since
Basic's workspace won't be where it
expects it to be, so this could also
crash the machine.

Sowe of the lists are more useful
than others. For example, the one
which returns the address of the
printer driver doesn't strike me as
being of much use, but perhaps you
know of a life saving application?
Nell, now you know how each Vector

and ESE works, so all you need is and
idea for solething that‘s Iissing from
Protext. Nell, to give you a taste of
what is possible, I'll recount what
led ne to start pushing Protext
around!
One feature that I found lacking in

this otherwise perfect word processor
(in which,I might add, I'm writing
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this entire article, along with all of
the assembler routines!) was a ‘Learn
key'. You know, when you press a key,
and then all the following keypresses
are recorded until you decide to stop
(or until you fill up the buffer!) and
then you can play it back at anytime!
Very handy for tedious work. You may
have often used a similar idea by

defining function keys, but the act of
defining the key can take quite a

while, especially if there are some

complicated actions taking place. You

need to look up all the codes, and
then put them in with lots of Clill$(r)
commands. And then the machine tells
you 'Improper argument' as you try to
stuff too much into the key. Hell,
with this patch, you can store up to
256 keypresses at a go, and all you
have to do is perform the sequence
yourself once.

;; lEAIlII.ASI by band 0 Shea of
;; THE FIRM (1996)

;; it useful example of how to patch
;; Protert vectors. To use, assemble
;; to required address, CALL check,
;,' and set him to 'patch-l'. Then,

;; in EDIT mode, use CTRLrSHITT+L to
;; begin/end a learn sequence and

;; CTRLTSHIFTHT to replay it. You'll
;; get a ChR$(7] beep for each

;; keystroke stored. If it stops
;;beeping, the buffer‘s full, so

;; press CTllL+SthT+L to end the
;; sequence!

ll
MIME: HOLIST, IPZ, PRINT and “DI?
;; directives are haram only.
;; If you're using a different
;; assembler, just delete them!

org ta000 ;Change to suit
write"learn.bin"
nolist
in
print
print"Check = dcheck"
print"Tatch : dpatch"
print"End : hfin"
endif
rcheck ld h1,find ;HI. points to

; Protext nsx
call hbcdi ;KL FIND COMMAND

jp nc,error ;Oops, not found
call Lib ;Call comaaud
1d (ws),de ;Returns workspace in DE

1d a,c : ld (ver),a

ld (ver+l),h1
id hi,(ws)
id hc,t14
add hl,bc ;hove to Process key vector
ld de,oldvec
1d bc,3 : push h1

;hnd version in Chi
;llL points to workspace

ldir ;Keep old vector
pop hl : 1d a,kc3
1d (hi),a ;Patch vector
ld de,patch : iuc hl : ld (hl),e
inc hl : ld(h1),d
ret ;hll done!

.error ld h1,mess ;Brror message
.print ld a,{h1) ;Standard print

;string routine
inc hl : or a : ret a 2 call dtha
jr print
.ness text "Protext not found!",1,0

.find byte t10,&80 ;RSX to find

.ws word 0 ;Store workspace addr here
.ver rmen 3 ;Store version here

; -------Actual Patch Code -----------
.patch push hc ;Save regs
push hl : 1d b,a
ld 21,21

call tbble
pop hi : ld a,b : pop be
call nz,catch ;If pressed, check key
.lrnpch ruem 3 ;store in buffer?

; (or 3 TOPs)

;Test for shift
;Kh TEST REY

jp oldvec ;Uld process routine
.catch cp kc ;CThL+L?

jp z,1earn ;Jnmp to learn routine
cp £12 ;CTllLHl?
jp z,replay ;Juup to replay routine
ret ;It's easy to add more keys
.replay push hl ;Save regs
push de : push af
1d de,(count) ;Get buffer count
1d a,d : or e :

jr z,empty ;skip if empty
ld h1,buffer
.rplylp ld a,(hl) ;Get code iron huff
push hl : push de

call oldvec ;Process with org routine
pop de : pop hl
inc hl ;hert code
dec de ;hecrenent count
1d a,d : or e

jr uz,rply1p ;Tepeat if not and yet
.enpty pop at
pop de : pop hl
inc sp ;Don't process CTTL+SHIFT+R

inc sp ;(Take one return address off
; stack)

ret
.learn push at
push hl : 1d hl,lrnpch : id a,(hl)
or a ;hlready learning?

jr nz,lrndne
1d a,dcd
1d (hi),a ;Otherwise, install patch
push de : ld de,lrnnst : inc hl
ld (hl),e : inc hl : 1d (hl),d
pop de : ldh1,0
ld (count),hl
pop hl : ld a,7

;Unpatch if so

;Reset buffer count

call ihbSa ;Beep to acknowledge
pop at
inc sp ;Don't process CTRLTSTITTtL

inc sp : ret
.lrndne nor a
1d (hi),a : inc hi
1d (hi),a ;Remove learn patch
inc hl : ld (hi),a : pop hl : ld a,7
call lbh5a ;Beep
pop at
inc sp ;Don't process CTRLvSHITT+L

inc sp
ret
.lrnnst push hl ;This is called to

;store a keypress
1d h1,buffer-1 : push de
ld de,(count] : inc de : push af
ld a,e
or a ;Is buffer full?
jr z,fullup ;Skip if so
add hl,de
pop at
1d (hi),a ;llecord code
ld (countl,de ;Increment count
pop de : pop hl : push at : ld a,7
call lbbSa ;heep to acknowledge
pop at
ret ;Process keypress with original

;vector
.fullup pop at
pop de : pop hl
ret

.oldvec rmem 3 ;Store old vector here
.count word 0 ;huffer count
.buffer rmem 256 ;Buffer for 256 codes

.fin equ 5 ;End of code!

FAIRIELL FROM THE PATCHIAN

klell, that's it! I hope I haven't
bored you to death with that last
chunk of assembly. If you have any
queries, or there's anything you
couldn't follow, you can write to me.
My address is

David O'Shea,
23 Hillcrest,
Carrigaline,
Co. Cork,
Ireland.
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CDPELDSTEMDP
THE BUNLEllS BROINSIURNER

Iii there everyone, Ilappy New Year to you all. John 4 I have now got our act
together again after a long hard haul. llnfortnnater personal circunstanoes and a
computer breakdown hnoc/red us back quite a bi t but we ’ve bounced back in line to
start another year of wonderful h’aocr’ oonpeti'tions.’ head on if you dare!!!

RECAP TIIIE

Just to fill you in on whats been
happening over the last few issues.
Here are the answers and winners to

bring you up to date.
Due to getting utterly nuddled with

the competition results, we are only
recapping tron Issue 105 so if you
would like any answers from previous
issues then contact us and we will get
then printed. «Carol’s fault honest»

ISSUE 105 QUIZ ONE IE'IIE IN IHE IONEY

The grid should be filled in like 50:

1/2 Ape knee
3/4 Three tar things

£ 5 d

1 14 00 OO Fourteen pounds
2 1 1/1 Penny tarthing
3 1 00 Bob

I 10 00 OO Tenor
5 1 1 OO Guinea
6 6 Tanner
7

O

9 10 00 Half a knicker
10 1 00 OO Pound
11 6 00 OO Sick squid
12 5 00 h crown

= [.72 I] d 1/2

QUIZ IIO — NIIEIIS

1 Accordian 2 Badlinton
3. Cheittain 4. Edelweiss
5. Foreigner 6. Greatcoat
7 Hypnotisn 8 Invisible
9. Kilometre 10. llorwegian
11. Pseudonyn 12. Tachtsnan

FINAL IORO

his parachute failed!

And the winners are:

8 [st largaraISshofield I
t 2nd Jeffrey Dean t
a 3rd fol lithe/land *

Margaret wins the 2 binders and PD as
usual for everyone else. Unfortunately
none of you have said what you would
like in the event of your winning so
would you please drop me a line with
your requirements and preferred disc
size I side switch - yes/no.

IO IAN TANNER l OlEN BROIN

have you received your prizes for the
above quizzes? I hope so but in the
event that you haven't then please let
he know.

ISSUE 106 OUIZ ONE ALL SOUAHED UP

EASE — ball, line, netal.
LAID - lord, nark, scape.
EARTH - worn, quake, Iother.
I‘LOOR - show, plan, board.
GROUND - sheet, control, swell

Unused word - $011

To the kind gentleman who set this
quiz, please let me know who you are
as John Iislaid your letter so I don‘t
know what prize you would like. (hold
on a ainutel That's not true, Caro]
lost it!) John -).

QUIZ IIO - INO'S INO

Stuart GASCOIGNE.

Richard AVERY.

Frank FROST.

Angie HIRDNICK.

Dong WEBB. Ian PARKER.

John HUDSON. Philip OiRICHLEhO.

Tic RATHER. Clive JACKSON.

Ian NEILL. hark STEWART.

”Off-Philip tells ne it took bin
ages to sus out that harrods

toilet was hinselfll

And the winners are:
8 Is! Peter Rogerson ‘
‘ 1nd {lo/in Ilazell t
t m Peter Robson ’

ISSUE IO? QUIZ ONE JOHDANS JUGGLEII

The Grid should read:

I

n

n

n

u

nmza

n

n

u

n

==n=c>=~

u

u

u

u

serurv

u

u

n

u

<a-u==a:<
‘IN‘IN

4

, 9

14

19

NHH

<3me

nun

author—a

1 3

6 8

11 1 13

16 , l 18I a

QUIZ "0 SPOT THE CAROLS

1. Then the red red robin goes bob
boh bobbing along.
Oh cone all ye faithfull.
Twas the night before Christmas.
Rocking around the Christlas tree.
Away in a langer.
Chestnuts roasting on an open fire
(Herry Christlas to you).

1. Ding dong Ierrily on high.
a. Santa Claus is coling to town.
9. lihen you wish upon a star.
10. Jingle bell rock.
11. happy Christlas (war is over].
12. Silver bells.
13. White Christnas (holiday inn).
14. When a child is born.
15. AULD thIG SYNE.

5“”me

Sorry for the Iistook (Tut tut! t’arol
should have got Fran! [leatherway to
check it) in my spelling of nulher 15.
I read the passage through lany

tiles but still didn‘t see it until
Hacci was in print.

Okay I know there is no colpo this
nonth yet again, but we thought we

should bring you all up-to-date with
the answers, the conpo‘s will start
again next nonth and thats a promise.
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LET’S BE NICE
succesrs BRIAN WATSON

This is NOT a letter, it's an article/stateeent, so you get it rather than l'ranh
or Richard. Please publish it in its entirety or not at all as I have chosen the
words VITIII’ carefully so as not to intlane the various situations which have
initiated sone fairly hot phone lines recently. It you feel it is not suitable
for Item I will publish it in slightly anended fore in am.

CONE IEIPESIS BLOl

This is not exclusively CPC-, or even
computer-related really, but in the
light of some recent events I felt it
needed saying and perhaps others will
agree.
Every now and then, someone in the

CPO-using community 'bas a go' at
someone else. This may be a real and
deliberate attack, an attempt at
humour which is taken the wrong way, a

statement based on a misunderstanding,
or an innocent statement to which a

wrong meaning is attributed. But one
way or another, someone gets offended.

IT’S GOOD TO TALK

Because we generally communicate
between ourselves semi-publicly
through the magazines of our hobby
(whether on disc or paper is
irrelevant), things said which are or,
could be taken to be, offensive or
just plain wrong can remain in the
public domain for a long time.
Also, any responses which are made

will not usually be seen in the
company of the original comment so an
aggrieved party may still feel
aggrieved even in the event of a

retraction or correction being
published. 50 what is the remedy, if
any? The Press Complaints Conmission?
Litigation?
That brings ne to the value which

should be put on any comment. Recently
I had it brought to my attention by a

phone call iron someone who was

obviously very concerned that a very
serious, defamatory, and almost
certainly libellous allegation had
been made about somebody else in a CEO

magazine. The medium of that magazine
is irrelevant.

FINSI IIPNESSIONS

I must say by imnediate reaction was
to be very concerned at the slur on a
fellow CFC user and to feel personally
affected; member of the sane CPO-using
community, brotherly sympathy, outrage
at misuse of editorial privilege, all
that sort of thing in turn. ThenI
calmed down and the piece you are
reading is the result of more
considered thought.
be should anyone get upset about

the pie-pubescent prattlings of a

spiteful nitwit who doesn’t yet know

the difference between hunour and
offence? At a lower level of
'accusation‘, are we all so thin-
skinned that even sincere criticism
from another can really spoil our day?
Iknow I do speak as someone who

doesn't often find himself on the
rough end of jibes, and I might feel
differently if I was persistently
attacked unfairly for one thing or
another (come on, BTL, you're not
trying) but from this viewpoint I do

think that some of the periodic
bursts of outrage are much ado about
nothing.

Can I suggest that we all try to be

abit less sensitive about personal
comments and criticisms when they are
made? The present CBC-using community
in the UK, as defined as those in
touch with each other through NTCCI,
UAUG, BTL, BBIT, and the other paper
and disc-based magazines put together
does not exceed 500 (prove me wrong,
anyonel).
While this does mean that any slur,

allegation, or libel may reach a

fairly high PERCENTAGE of that number
if it is repeated, it probably won't
be because (1) editors don’t like

publishing old news, and (2) we are
talking about a fairly small TOTAL

NUNBBR of people anyway. So any real
damage is pretty insignificant ata
personal level, although it may be
more quantifiable if it affects a

magazine, club or business.

N0 IONA IONA IONA

Incidentally, while we are on the
subject of the media, the newsgroup
comp.sys.amstrad.Bbit is remarkably
free of personal attacks, The other
half of what I am proposing is that we

all practice a bit of 'select brain
before engaging mouth (or keyboard)‘,
but not so much that humour shrivels
on the altar of PC - Pompous
Correctness.

THE IDIOT SECTION

There is another group of computer-
users whose supporters are regularly
dragged into the war (and I chose the
word carefully) of two of its
principal active proponents. Believe
me, it's like Serbia and Bosnia
between then! What a waste of
energies.

IT REALLY IS GOOD TO IALK

Let’s carry on talking amongst
ourselves, debating the issues of the
hobby, and not be afraid to address
natters we feel could be improved. But
also try to keep a sense of
perspective in that, in many ways, it
really doesn't amount to a bill of
beans.

Brian Watson

Ila/IE 1.45750 E/IEIIEY

Just as a point of interest, the
’Serhia and Bosnia' battle that Brian
refers to has failed to spill over
into the t'Pt' and [714ch arena. There
were atteapts made but we were well
warned and stayed well clear 01' it.
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JULIUS CAESAR

THE COMSOFT BOOKS

or should it read, 'h’hat a trapedy’. Our Ell/IE, the Will HST hill, couldn't find
anyone to review this disc so he called upon ne. Trayedy, I hear you ask? I know

as nuch about Shakespeare that you could print it all on the back of a postage
stanp. oh well, not to worry.

SHANE A NMAT'.’

So what‘s this all about? It's one of
the Consoft Discbooks I‘m attempting
to review for you. I have had to read
the book over and over, time and time
again, to try to get what the story is
about. I'm not sure if I have mastered
it yet, it‘s not the type of material
that one reads fron a top shelf
magazine, not that I would know

anything about that type of material.
Disc books now available include

the major works of Shakespeare and

my other famous authors. There is an
‘IMDEi.Tll‘l' ' file on the "B" side
which takes up a full 15K list of some
300 different works, so you should
find some reading here in the list to
sort out these long dark evenings.

SHAKE A LEG

Most of the LARGE books are split into
smaller books to fit them onto a

disc. Large books take up both sides
of a 3" disc whilst on a 3.5" disc
(Homdos D20), they are stored in
different user areas. Now, to view the
text files and to save you booting up
your word processor, that kind man

Peter Campbell of COMSDFT has included
a full disc version of DES. (Desktop
Environment Systea) which would
normally set you back £14.99 with the
manual on side "A". How would I be
able to view the text files using
‘DES' I here you ask? Nell, here is a
bonus for you. it short review on using
‘DES‘ as a text file reader.

THE DES BIT

1).RUN"DES" or HOH”DISC". Nhen loaded,
press "A“ on the keyboard and then
select the files by using the cursor
keys. Press the ‘Space Ear' to
highlight the file you want to read.

2). Press "F"
then the "D"

screen
3). Use the Print option for a full
print out.

for the file menu and
to display the tile on

Simple isn't it.

4). Or you simply load the individual
files into your wordprocessor.

Sadly, 'DES‘ had a fault on the disc
that was sent to me. Our Ernie has
notified Peter about it I believe, but
having a copy of DES, I was able to
carry out the instructions to read the
files.

Now let's get back to Julius Caesar.

AC] ONE SCENE ONE

"The Tragedy of Julius Caesar" by

"Nillian Shakespeare".

The scene is about the ‘Conspirators‘
led by " FLEVIHS " who is a 'TRIDUNE‘

gunning for poor old Julius in the
City of 'HOHE'.

The conspirators are camped near
'SLHDIS' and the plains of ‘PHILIPPI‘.

Enter PLEVIUS who coles across... This
bunch of British workmen sitting
having a cuppa. Hence, You idle
creatures, get you Home, is this a

holiday? Nhat know you not. Eeing
Mechanical, you ought not walk upon a

labouring day without the sign of

your profession. Speak, Nhat trade are
thou?
Prom whence came the reply."

British Gas " sire... Digging up the
road after the "Electric anrd're—
surfaced it last week...Hell that‘s
not the true reply just no (Dave)

BY DAVE

WHO?

having a dig at the Gas and Electric
colpanies.

THE REAL THING

Why not get the disc and read the
whole book, if this one isn't for you
there are 300 others to chose from.
This is I believe the only true way
this Disc can be reviewed, by reading
it upon the screen or from a print-
ouL

So what does it cost? Each 3" Disc
book cost's £6.50. Send your own disc
and get a £100 off of the price, plus
a further reduction of £2.00 if you
purchase multiple Disc books.

BIG DISC PEOPLE

3.5" Disc users are better off as
(ONE) D20 Homdos Disc contains.....
Shakespeare's (Julius Caesar, Hamlet,
Merchant of Venice and Loves Labour
Lost) at only £16.00. 3" Disc version
of the above 4 books would push the
costs up to £22.50. And don‘t forget
the NACCI MEMBERS DISCOUNT

TIIE EDIIOIIS MI
I 'n starting to worry about the nental
health or sone of our writers around
here. If this article is anything to
yo by, then ny concerns night even had
sone inundation.

sonny 60150”
Peter Canpbell sent this to be
reviewed sone time ago but it has only
now appeared in h’lit't'l. [that is the
ercuse for this ertended review? There
isn't one. If you read Brian I/atsons
interview this nonth, you’ll see that
he also has had problens with this.
So, if you {or I for that nutter)

get sent sonethiny to review can you
please get it baclr to ne as soon as
you can. l'oo great a delay on a review
will effect both sales and the
reputation Iiht‘t‘l has built up.

--erit left pursued by a bear
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ECOMSOFTE
A MARKETING SPECIAL

l'wo of the ’l‘regueuty Asked Questions’ that a lot of nenbers keep asking us are,
firstly, ’I/hat do we use to produce an issue of unccre' and, secondly ’Do t'onsnft
do anything other than what's listed on the back page advert?’. l/ell, to answer
both question at the sane tine, read on.

IIIY Al I DOING TIIIS

Recently, Peter Calpbell of Comsott
sent me a disc with his full product
list stored on it. This was so that I
could produce a new advert for the
back page.
Seeing a chance to answer one of

those two questions, I came up with
the following, sort of a cross between
a Consoft Review, an Advertising
Special and an Info-Sheet. Whatever it
turns out like, I think it‘s going to
be interesting.

OOISOFT AND WE IIII REVIEI

1) IIIIIVANA - ADM based file and disc
management suite. Features include:
Disc copy, disc format, file copy,
unerase, change file attributes,
automatic catalogue of drive A and
easy to use menu system. Suitable for
two drive machines. Please note that
Nirvana will only recognise data &

system format discs in drive 9.
£15.99

((1 have no idea about llirvaua, other
than that I 've been told it’s very
good»

2) IicroDesign Plus - Menu driven
DTP page processing package. Two

discs and two manuals. High quality
print output. For all Amstrad CPC

disc machines with 128k.
£29.99

((If you haven’t got Microbesign then
I have to ask, why not? All the Vlt't'l
Graphics are imported into Microbesign
for the finishing touches and every
header is created within this wast
excellent progran. l/ht't'l graphics
would be very poor without it»

3) licroDesign Extra - Disc of clip-
art for use with hicroDesign Plus.
Consists of large headline fonts,
musical notation symbols, flowchart
synhols etc.

AOMDOS D20 forlat £13.99
or 3" disc £14.99

«Also contains the headline fonts
thatl use for a lot of the FACT!

headers. A useful addition to have
around, especially if you like writing
music»

4) The laps Libraries For IicroDesign
Plus:

a] Maps Of the British Isles -
Sirteenhi-Pes (256k strip format)
maps of the coastline, motorways,
counties and towns of the UK.

AONDOS 1120 format - £12.99
or 3" format (2 discs ) - £14.99

b) World Maps - Fifteen iii-Res naps
of America, Europe, Asia etc.

RDHDDS DZG fornat - £12.99
or 3" tornat - £13.99

«A collection of maps and outlines
that may cone in useful. I know i used
the dew Zealaud nap on a Iv’llt't'l cover
not so long ago. Duality high»

5) Page Printer - 24 pin and ink jet
printer driver for Micronesign Plus.
Easy to use - good quality printouts.

£9.99

«the progran that all the headers and
host of the Graphics are printed fron.
If you have a it pin (or an inkjet)
and llicroDesign Plus, then get this
for perfect printing results. Iy’At't'l

wouldn’t be able to do without it»

6) The Desktop Environment Systel -
Sophisticated CPC graphical user
interface, based on an Apple Macintosh
style WIMP environment. For all CPC

disc machines.
Disc - £14.99

ROMS (2) - £24.99

((dseful if you have a head for it.
Makes the conputer a lot easier to use
if you ’re a beginner and fun to play
with if you 're a little nore
experienced»

7) tin] - PC to CPC transfer program,
runs under CPH. Allows the user to
swap between a PC and the CPC using an
interchangeable disc format. For all
Amstrad CPC disc machines with 128k
running under cm.

£19.99

«Sorry, never used it so I really
don ’t know, but, by reputation, it’s
supposed to he the best»

8) ParaDos - Superb Disc Operating
System for use with large format
3.5"9 drives. Compatible with and
superior to RDMDOS. This is the only
DOS ROM which should be inserted in
ROM slot seven thereby freeing an
extra slot for more software.

£14.99

«Every Disc based CM 1 have is now
fitted with Parauos. If you have a
nounax and you don’t have Parades
installed, then you ’re nissing a
massive chunk of your CPC’s capacity.
Parades not only replaced Ansdos

totally, but it also contains an
extensive utility progran that
replaces all these disc based efforts
that you used to use.
Seriously folks, if you are even

halfway serious about your nachine and
you haven't got Parades, then get it,
and get it now. You will not be at all
disappointed in i t»
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9) The Basic Idea - Quality Basic
tutorial aimed at the competent Basic
programmer. Consists of a 42 page
manual and disc of example programs.

£14.99

((I’d like to see this one, but I
never have, so I can’t comment on it»
10) Xexor - Sophisticated disc
backup utility, capable of backing up
almost all protected CPC discs.

£14.99

((Iup, it’s probably the best»

11) Soft-Lek 112.3 - Comprehensive tape
to disc utility, specifically designed
to transfer speedlock protected games
to disc.

£14.99

((I use a Multiface II, but I have

played with part of this one and I can

say that, vithout a doubt, it var/rs»
12) Stardump - Printer driver for 24

pin dot matrix and Epson standard
ink-jet printers. Specifically
designed to print standard 17k Amstrad

screens. Ideal for users of the V101

digitiser, Advanced Art Studio and
other CPC art packages.

£9.99

«I haven’t seen Stardunp either, but
I suspect it's very similar to
PagePrinter, on which I 've already
made my comments. »
13) Colourdump 3 - Colour printer
driver for the Advanced Art Studio.
Can also print other standard format
CPC screen files i multiface screen
files. Features include: Program
compatible with Advanced Art studio
palette files, tvo sizes of print out
Isingle density or double density
printing.

£9.99

«Vital for colour printing. Should
work on most, if not all Colour
Printers. I haven’t got a Colour
Printer, but those who have, and use
t'olour dump 3, say it ’s good»
14) Iaxam I Ilaxam 1.5 - THE 200

assembler for CPC computers. Features
include: Assembler/Honitor/Fditor
functions, disassembler, plain English

error messages, memory editor and menu
driven screen editor. Please note that
the R011 version ( Maram 1.5 ) requires
Protext.

Disc £14.99
1100 £21.00

«The best of the best {Phat else
would you expect, it was originally an
hill/0P program), If you want to get
into Machine Code, then this nalres
your life a lot easier than east»

15) lodel Universe - 30 modelling
package for 129K CPC computers. This
program enables users to create three
dimensional objects and designs. The

objects can them be rotated, viewed
from different angles or even viewed
from the inside of the object.

£11.99

«It’s fun, good fun, very good fun»

16) ComSoft Romhox um - Cased 0

socket Rombox expandible up to 15

sockets. Ideal for DES, Parahos,
Protext etc.

£35.00 a £2.00 postage

«books like a house»hriclr, vorh's like
a dream»

11) Item“ Member 111111 — Cased
Rombox -h more compact design than
the Hill. Up to fifteen Tom sockets in
the same size Rombox as the original
1101400 Iomhox.

£40.00 + £2.00 postage

«This is the one that we reviewed in
Issue 100. It 's technically superb»

10) Expansion port splitter — Prevents
wear on the expansion port and also
gives a more stable connection for CPC

peripherals.
£12.50

Plus version £15.00

((It works»

19) CPC Plus Iidgit - For connection
of CPC peripherals of the "edge-
connector”1 type to the 464 or 6120
Plus machines.

£12.50

«Why did Amstrad choose to rate our
lives so difficult? That’s shat I vent
to know))

HIE PROTEXI SUIIE
Protext is the Word Processing Systel
that HACCI uses to create the magazine
you‘re reading right now.
The most sophisticated vord

processing system ever developed for
the Amstrad CPC computer range. Rivals
16 bit word processors in ease of use
and range of features.

1) PROTEXI - The number one word

processor for Amstrad CPC computers.
Features include: Fast text editing,
insert / overwrite nodes, full text
formating, block functions, on screen
help and printer control menu.

DISC - £15.99
11014 — £22.00

((111 Idlit't'l text is created using
Protest on Tom. I/hat about the
competition to Protext.’ In my view,
there isn’t any...»

2) PROSPELL - Advanced spell checker
for PROTEXI. Features include: Massive
32,000 vord dictionary, can check up
to 2000 vords per minute,
build/editllist dictionary, unlimited
dictionary size and word
search/anagram feature. Will also
check files from other word

processors.
DISC- £14.99
ROM-£21.00

«Any Spell-Checking to be done? 6'uess
vhat Ir'ht't'l spell-checks with»

3) PROIEIIGE PLUS — The complete mail
merge and utility program for
PROTEXT. Features include:
Comprehensive mail merge function,
auto reformating of text I selective
printing. 0014 version also allows for
file swapping/background printing.

DISC - £14.99
ROH - £21.00

«file use the P014 version. This is the
addition that allows us to layout the
page in this very nice three column
format very quickly. Also adds some

very nice little touches to the normal
use of Protert, so many, in fact, that
it would be impossible to list then
in this little bit.
If you have Protest and want it to

do a little more, and some of the same
more efl‘icently, then invest in Pro-
llerge Plus»
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l) PROTEXT OFFICE - Database system
for Protert. Features include: llenu
driven datafiles, sophisticated file
sorting options and an invoice
generator.

DISC - £19.90

«Dunno, I ’we been waiting for a

review of it for 5019 time now but I
have no idea who from»

5) PROPDINT —

enhancement program. Features
include: Multiple fonts within one
element, import of fonts from other
CPC programs, 9 and 24 pin printer
drivers and an integral font designer
for creation of new fonts.
DISC - £14.99 00! - £21.00

PROTEXT print

6) PROIYPE — Typesetting and print
enhancement program for PROTEXT.

Features include: Support for 40

foreign languages, scientific notation
t non-ASCII characters. Also gives
micro-justificationuf text t up to
240 DPI x 216 DPI on a 9 pin printer.

DISC — £14.99

((I haven’t seen eather, yet, but i
hope to invest in the Prol’rint Item to
use to improve I/At’t'ls appearance»

7) DESTEXT - Powerful DES utility
enabling owners of DES and PROTEXT on
RON to use the DES graphical interface
within PROTBXT. Features include:
Unique WYSIWYG screen printing option,
<creen saver and multiple text
o: inns.

DISC - £9.99

«Interesting if you have both Profert
and ['55 on non. [forth this price-tag,
even if only for the improved on
screen effects»

B) UTOPIA - Utility RON. Can be used
as a stand alone llott or within
PRDTElll‘. Fifty new commands available
froI Basic or the enorrxr command

line. Features include: 'lext screen
dump, graphics screen dulp,
predefined/user defined function keys,
disc utilities, turn other llDNS on or
oft and display ROM information.

ROM - £14.99

(adds those hits that Amstrad should
have in the first place. I find it a

vital part of my setup and use parts

of it from within Protext and other
program without even thin/ring about it
anymore.
l/topia does, most certainly, li we up

to its name (look it up in a

dictionary if you don’t know) when

attached to a (PC. You won’t use all
of its many and varied functions, but
those you do end up using, you’ll
wondering how you ever managed to li we
without them.
Also streamlines a lot of the normal

disc operating systems and makes them
far more user friendly. All treats you
like an understandable idiot when you
accidently type in ,'nnn,”a.a" {which
erased the entire contents of a disc
by the way) by asking you 'AIIA" l0l/
501th”. Certainly very useful»

THE LAST BIT FROI COISOFT

At the bottom of the Comsoft advert is
the following which I've reproduced
here for your information, just in
case you need it.

PLEASE ADD £1.00 TO ALL DISC AND ROH

ORDERS FOR DR IST CLASS POSTAGE. AIR

NAIL FOR INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS - ADD

£2.00. CUSTONBNS NISNING TO ORDER BY

CREDIT CARD PLEASE CALL 0141 554 4735
(24 NR ANSAPIIONE).

THE OUTRO BIT

Comsoft and Peter Campbell are, I
believe, the only company left that
activly supports the CPC to the extent
of actually commisinning and creating
new products, both software and
hardware [like the now famous Comsoft
Rombor).
Peter himself is always on the

lookout for new products and new
machine code programmers. Try giving
him a call if you have a decent
program that may be of saleable
quality, I'm sure he‘ll be pleased to
hear from you.

THANKS COISDFT

Finally, the llllCCI editorial team
would publically like to thank Comsoft
for all the support and assistance he
has shown llACCI, frequently by
replacing blown RON chips and sending
down Software (Page Printer was the
latest) when it‘s been desperatly
needed for WACCI production at such
increably low prices as £0.00.

‘ Used GT65Green Screen Monitors

‘ EX—SOFTWARE 3.5" DSDD Disks £5

l

£15 per 10

CF2 Crystal Boxes 15p each

AmstradMP3 - New stock

Few left - Ex-sofiware 3" disks
i

l

l

l

only £30.00 :

1000's ofTapes from 99p
Many Games Disk from £3.99
Head Cleaners 3" Disk £3.99

UK Made quality Dust Covers £4.99
(in black)

£20 (3 months warranty)

Used ColourMonitors
£50.00 (3 months warranty)

Amstrad 6128 Phazer Guns
3" disk £8.99

CPC Printer Cables £8.99
Trojan Light Pens 8. Software
Cassette or Disk £14.99

Many other odd items available -

pleasegive us yourwish list
we can only say "no".

Try us and you will be pleasantly
surprised at the range and service.

FREE POSTAGEOVER £10
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

for 10

Used manuals - few only £10

CPC Plus games carts with
instructions £7.99 (list available)

Konix Joysticks for Plus (2 fire ,

buttons) £7.99 l

Write or ring:

Computer Cavern
9 Dean Street, Marlow,

Bucks SL7 3AA

Tel/Fax 016128 891022
Got it rightmother!
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BASIC COMPILER
TESTED BY JAMES COUPE

Everyone knows that BASIC runs very siowiy. After all, each time the computer
reaches a line it has to turn it into the machine code, so it can't do it any
faster. however, a1] Wacci members are thinking what womid happen if we turned
it into the machine code first.

that did that. Veil, they have.

IRE BASIC THEORY

Basic compilers, that’s the thing.
What they do is take your slow moving
BASIC and turn then into hugely fast
running machine code. That's the
theory anyway.
All the members of Wacci are now

sitting thinking "Well, if it‘s that
easy why don't we do this with all of
the programs that are available?“
Theoretically we could. After all,
you could just compile your program
and then it would run faster. Things
are never that easy,
If you've ever seen a machine code

program to print a string to the
screen then you'll know that it's
longer than lthIC's PRIRT“Mello“.
You're talking around 10 to 20 bytes
of memory for the program and then the
length of the string as well. Basic
does it in a lot less by using tokens
which it compiles so it has a special
code which represents the line
numbers, the PRINT command and all of
the other commands. Printing "hello“
would take up a lot less memory (10
bytes or so).
So compiled BASIC takes up more

memory. Okay, says you, I can live
with that. Fine, I reply, but give me

a program to draw a circle.
Every BASIC programmer on the planet

would reply with something involving
SIM and C05 (except BBC programmers
who would use a very convoluted PLOT

command, and Speccy owners who'd just
use CIRCLE). What would you do if I
told you that you couldn't use SIM and
COS? What it I told you that you
couldn't use fractions? Pull stop.
Most people would run away screaming
very loudly «We would? -Phiiip))

then the computer wouldn't have to compile it
each time so everything would run faster. if oniy someone wouid write a program

SCREAM, SCREAI, SCHEM

This is the problem with machine code.
It doesn't handle fractions at all
well. What you can do, though, is
shift all of your numbers up by a

multiple of 10 them. Don't multiply
2.5 by 4.0 to give you 10, multiply 25

by 40 to give you 1000 and remember to
mentally (or even in the program) put
a decimal point in the right place.
Circles? Easy, don't use Sit and

C05 use basic Pythag ((t'he sguid on
the hippopotamus is equal to the sum
of the sguids on the other two hides I
think -Phi11’p». Work in from one
side of the circle pixel by pixel and,
because the radius is the hypotenuse
and the bottom side of the triangle is
the difference between the x co-
ordinate amd centre of the circle you
can work out the upright side of the
triangle. Add this to the y co-
ordinate of the centre of the circle
and you have the r and y co-ordinates
to draw to. Easy! «I’ve just worked
this out and, to my utter surprise, I
find that it works -Phi1ip))

IAIHS LESSON OVER YET JAMES?

Still, enough of the problems. Why am

I telling you all this? Well, I have
managed to get my hands on three BASIC

compilers and I'm going to see if
they're all they‘re cracked up to be.
I'll run some programs through them
all and report back to you with the
results.

Some of the things you might want to
do are repetitive maths things (adding
repeatedly and the like), drawing lots
of graphics and sorting. These should
give us a good enough idea.oi how the
BASIC compilers perform.

TIIE BENCH TEST PROGRAMS ‘5
The programs are shown below. The

only thing I haven't done is include
the various bits and pieces about
working out how long it takes (ie
t=TIME....PRIllT (TIME—W300) because
the compilers don't all accept that as
a valid instruction (told you
everything wasn‘t perfect with then).

10 REM Rubble Sort Program
20 RAMDOMIZE TIM310IM number(100)
25 MODE 2

30 FOR random:1 TO 100

40 mumber(ramdon):IMT(Rll0*1000)+l
50 NEXT

60 FOR a:1 TO 100:PRINT number(a);:REIT
70 FOR outer:1 TO 100

00 FOR inner=1 TO 100-outer
90 IF nunber(inner)>number(innert1)

THEM store=nunber(inner+l):
number(inner41)=number(inner):
number(inner):store

100 NEXT:PRINT outerillEX'TiPRIlszPRIMT
110 FOR a:1 TO 100:PRIMT number(a);:

NEXT

10 REM Repetitive Maths
20 MODE 2:a=2:b:3:c=5:d:9:e:1
30 FOR x:1 TO 100

40 e:e+2*(a+b+c+d):l‘RIl|T ezllEXT

10 REM Graphics Program
20 MODE 1

30 1th 3,6:IIIK 2,22
40 PLOT -10,-10,3
50 FOR a=0 T0 640 STEP 2

60 MOVE a,0:DRIlW a,400:llEXT >
70 PLOT -1u,-1u,2 ‘

00 FOR a=0 T0 400 STEP 4

90 MOVE 0,a:DllllW 640,a:llEXT
100 IRK 1,14:PLOT -10,-10,1
110 FOR a:0 TO 640 STEP 4

120 nova a,o:nmnw a,Iuo:msxr

‘)

A VERY SITRPRISED IR COUPE

Welcome to what should be part two of
this little trip around BASIC

compilers. I say should because we

all know what Philip's like. Oh well,
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whatever part this is this month I'm
having a look at EC.COH. ((It is part
two, in a way, part two of the first
part of a two part series, huth parts
on two parts. I! you get me —Phi1ip))
Those of you who used‘ to read as

(around issue 80) night remenber a lot
of hoo-hah that blew up because they
put EC.COH in an article about the
best programs in the public domain.
at the time, it was in the public
domain, ie, you could get it from PD

libraries. However, you shouldn't
have been able to get it iron them
because it is actually a commercial
package. Trying to get hold of it
would be difficult. Philip was trying
to get it legally entered into the
public domain, but I don't know what
happened there.

THE OVERVIEI
The program itself is a Gernan program
and is quite old. The instructions
that I got with my copy are only a

summary of the instructions because
the originals are in German. Still,
this doesn't matter because you don't
really need any instructions except
for the command to compile the
program.
is far as comlamds which aren't

supported go you can't use most of the
obvious commands for use in developing
programs. These are: AUTO, CHRIII,
CHEIE HERGE, CORT, DELETE, EDIT,

LIST, LOAD (BASIC progran), HERGE,

REHUE, RESUME MEET, SAVE (BASIC

program), TROTT, That
You can use commands like FILL but

the program won't work if you then try
to run it on a 464 (it should work on
a 464 Plus but don't quote le on that
one - however, the Plus machines have
Basic 1.1 so should be able to do it).
FOR BETTER FOR IORST
The program says that it works a lot
better if you set all the variables to
being integers. I personally don't
like to do this because I always thimk
that a variable name rt looks nessy
and that using DEFIHT a-z restricts
you (and I'd always forget to refer to
any floating point variables as rt).
Yes, you did read that correctly.

This is the only BASIC compiler that
will allow you to use floating point
numbers. It does seem to have a
limited accuracy (about two decimal
places, it seels) but it should be

okay enough for doing things like
circles. «it’s quite accurate enough
[or most uses -l’hilip))

The nore astute of you out there
might have noticed that the name of
the program is 130.0014. This,
unfortunately, means that you have to
use CP/H. It seems strange that you
have to use CP/H to conpile a ERSIC

program but, hey, it works. All you
have to do is boot up CPIH and have
the two prograls RC.CDH and your file
on the same disc. A simple

RC filename

will compile the program. You can use
the switches IL and /E if you want the
program to not refer to line numbers

or have no interrupts in it. The

point of line numbers is that if an
error occurs in the middle of the
running of the program the program
tells you where the error is.

OUT OF THE OTHER EHD

Your file should be saved as a normal
HESIC file, ie, with ShVE‘filename”.
You do not need to save it in a pure
ASCII form or protected node or
anything like that.

How, let's have a look at how the
programs perform when colpiled and

uncompiled.

THE EEHCHTEST

First of all, all tinings are for the
ENTIRE program which stands as written
in the first article «Read the first
part of this article -Philip)) except
for one or two annotations for getting
the time.
The first progran, the bubble sort,

takes 63.703 seconds to run through
when it hasn't been conpiled. Hhen

passed through EC.COH it takes only
29.43 seconds to run. However, as I

said, BC.COH recommends that you use

only integer variables. This I did
and, when uncompiled, the program took
46.703 seconds. Hhen compiled the
integer bubble sort only took 0.873
seconds. Some quite fantastic tile
savings there.
The repetitive, but simple, maths

program takes 3.703 seconds to run
when uncompiled and takes 3.56 seconds
to run when conpiled. Hhen it was set
up to be specifically integers it took
3.536 second to run uncolpiled but ony
1.946 seconds to run when compiled.
Some pretty big savings there also.
The graphics program (yes, I know

how tasteless the colours are) takes
10.813 seconds to run uncompiled and
9.63 seconds to run when conpiled.
When done using integer functions it
takes 10.076 seconds to run when

uncompiled and only 0.773 seconds when

uncompiled.

THE HALFTIIE RESULT

06.0011 would probably be best suited
to someone who wanted to write a

database or a spreadsheet program
since the functions there are
considerably speeded up, but graphics
functions aren't really.
The only real problel I faced with

RC.COH was when I threw a program at
it which involves the OPERIE and LIHE

INPUT #9 couands. Here, it colpiled
fine but didm't run properly because
it gave a File Error when run. A

pity, because the program (one of my

own devising which checks 56 lottery
lines), is a little slow.
So, RHOH is ideal because you

don't have to restructure your program
or get rid of any special commands but
the speed increases are only
noticeable in heavily maths based
program and also if you have

programs which print a lot of text to
the screen (as several of mine did).
Next month, another RRSIC compiler.

I know this is an odd place to be reading this little bit, out I’ve had
a request fro. frank just before I sent mm of! the the printers end
this as the only place I could fit it, so here goes.
[hen you send letters to Fair Co-ent (via Front), could you send

the. on a disc if possible. Wife a union whccr Editor, Fun!
returns discs every tine and very quietly as lell. It doesn't seen
overly fair to send loop letters to Front (although he doesn't really
lind typing then all out). So, please, send a disc if possible (hut
don't stop nritinp if you een't).
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You are in the hands of

#

MARKET

[have lane a tentative booking for
the 1997 Convention at Desenf for
SIIIIDAY m .1017 please let me know if
anyone has a problen with that date.

SALES

FOR SALE: Games on Disc all originals
and boxed as follows:

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenger £ 2.50
Star Hats £ 2.50
Gauntlet £ 2.50
Dragonninja £ 2.50
Rmightlare £ 2.50
Football Manager 2 l Expansion Kit

[2 discs) £4.00
Shinobi t 2.50
Tairlight £ 2.50
Advanced Dungeons E Dragons f 2.50
The Devils Crown £ 2.50
Rodlands A Double Dragon 2 discs 4.00
Indiana Jones (telple of docs) t 2.50
Indiana Jones (last crusade) E 2.50
Driller f 3.00
Sorcery Plus £ 2.50
CPH System Discs two sets it 4.00

Hardware for Sale as follows:
MP2 £ 5.00
1111 £ 4.00
Single Socket Rom Dox £ 0.00
DRTROMICS Light Pen £ 5.00

All prices do not include POSTAGE

PLEASE CONTACT: AMTHDAT TAYLOR, 77

AMTOM HAY, AYLESDURY, BUCKS. HPZl 9LT

TEL: 01296-433404

FOR SALE:

The following books at t 5.00 ea plus
post 1 packing -

Amstrad CPC6120 A PCV0256, Amstrad
Machine Language for the Absolute
Beginner, An Introduction to 1110

Machine Code, Subroutines for the
Amstrad 000464 R 664, The Meaning
Alstrad 0|nibus, The Amstrad CP/M

Plus, The Anatomy of the CPC's, The

Fimare Guide.

Angie Marduick
23 Station Place, Munich

lalsall, lest Midlands, ISS 2PM

Telephone : 01922 £49730

Disk Gales at i 5.00ea plus postt
packing as follows:-
After Burner, Doors of 000, Hunchback
1, Hunchback 2, Monty on the Run,
Romad, Roland in Tile, Supertest Day

1, Ouabbalah, Shape 0 Sound, Soccer
06, Supertest Day 2, The Prize,
Turbaruba, World Series Baseball,
Cluedo, Monopoly, Scalextric,
Scrabble, Trivial Pursuit, Rounder,
Stargnake, Sweevo's florid, Hack to the
Future Part 2, Dad Dud's vs
Dragonninja, barbarian Z, Datlan The

Movie, Carrier Comaand, Aliens,
Cauldron II, Dynalite Dan, Into the
Eagles Rest, Zynaps, Continental
Circus, Elite, ESVAT, Exolon, Rina
Rana, Uridiul Plus, Zynaps, Galactic
Games, Game Over 1, Game Over 2,
Gauntlet, Gauntlet Deeper Dungeons,
Gemini Hing, Ghostbusters II,
Guerrilla liar, Laser Squad, Rinji
Master, Rinji Spirit, HARC, Oink,
Operation Volk, Out Run, Pirates,
Black Tiger, Forgotton Worlds, Ghoules
‘M' Ghosts, LEO Storm, Strider, Purple
Saturn Day, Rick Dangerous 2, Robocop,
Shinohi, Shockway Eider, Space
Crusade, Dilly, Magnetik Tank, Soccer,
The Rest's in Flash, Lox, 30 Fight,
Ace2, Elite, Sentinal, Starglider,
Tetris, Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles,
Thai Doxing,Cybernoids 2, Eliminator,
Exolom, Hydrofool, Lightforce,
0ridiul, The Dam Dusters, The Empire
Strikes Back, Thrust,Tota1 Recall,
Transalantic Balloon Chall, Typhoon,
Vorld Class Leaderboard Golf, Nut,
30 Grand Prix.

Hardware as follows all plus pasta
packing:-
200 Assorted 3" Discs £1.00ea
Cassette Player L Lead £10.00
Cassette Player (Smiths) £10.00
Cheetah 125 Plus Joystick £ 5.00
CDC 6120 c111 colour Monitor, drive
cleaner 1. dust cover set. £75.00
F01 Disk Drive and Dust Cover.£15.00
[needs slight adjustment)

STALL

Multiface 2 £10.00
Printer 0 Leads £40.00
Ralrom. £20.00
Rombo Romhox. £30.00
3.5" Disk Drive £40.00

Software as follows
packing :-
Arnor 'C‘ Progranming
The conplete Donzo includes Dig Hatch,
Biitze, CPC Procopy, Doo Dah, Maridos,
Super Meddler and Flash Pack. £10.00

all plus postt

Maxan on ROM £10.00
Money Manager 5.00
Multi File Utility t‘ 5.00
Prospell Disc 10 5.00
Propsell ROM £ 7.00
Protext ROM £10.00
Pyradev £ 5.00
00005 on ROM £10.00
Stop Press and Mouse £10.00
Tas-spell E Tasword 6120 £ 9.00
Tearaway £ 5.00
Utopia on ROH £10.00
Mord Perfect Disc £ 5.00

Magazines at f. 1.00 ea as follows all
plus post 1 packing :»
Amstrad Action 0,17, 19-27, 30-87
Amstrad Contact 1-0
AMDATA 14 1980-89
Hacci April 09 to March 96

Games on Tape at £ 1.00 ea plus post it

packing as follows:-
Action Force, Advanced Pinball Sim,
Aftermath, Airwolf I, Airwolf II,
Aliens OS Version, All Terrain Vehicle
ATV, Arcade Flight Sil, Army Moves 1

A 2, Atom Ant, Rattle Ships, Dig
Trouble in Little China, Bionic Rinja,
Blade Varrior, Elasteroids, Donb Jack
1, Bomb Jack 11, Bubble Dizzy, Dump

Set Spike, Cobra Stallone, Combat
Lynx, Combat School, Crazy Cars 1 and
2, Cricket Captain, Dan Dare, Dan Dare

II, Death or Glory, Deathsville,
Dizzy, Dizzy Panic, Dizzy
Compilation includes Dizzy down the
Rapids,Dizzy Panic, Dizzy Price of
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Yolk Yolk, Nwik Snar l Spellbound.
Double Dragon, Elevator Action,
Fantasy Norld Dizzy, Fast Food Dizzy,
lespy, Gauntlet 2, Gregory Loses his
Clock, Grid Iron, Gryzor, Guardian 2,
Gunboat, Hurley Pig, Nyd'rofool, Iball
1 and 2, Imagination, Joe Blade, Joe
Blade 2 t 3, Juggernaut, Kentucky
Racing, Rokotoni Nilf, Rwik Snar,
Magic Baths, Nagicland Dizzy, Miami

Vice, Mission Genocide, Monte Carlo
Casino, Nay Noves Pt 1 t 2, Nemesis,
Nigel Nansell's Grand Prir, Ninja
Connando, Nonterragueous, Oink, One

Rant his Droid, Paperboy, Popeye,
Postman Pat, Postman Pat 2, Power
Plays comp includes Anstrad Shuffle,
Barrier Reef, Corridor Conflict,
Treedon Tighter, Nakaloto, Time Lord L

Wrath of Olympus, Pro Tennis Sim,
Psycho City, Punch t Judy, R-Type, Red

Heat, Renegade, Rer, Road Runner, Rock
star ate my hamster, Roland in the
Caves, Anti t Reddy, Salamander,
Scooby Doo, Seymour goes to Hollywood,
Seymour Saves the Planet, She

Vanpires, Soul of a Robot, Space
Rider, Spellbound, Spindrone, Spitting
Image, Starstrike I I 11, Strategic
Defence Initiative (SDI), Street cred
boring, Strip Poker 11, Super Nudge,
Target Renegade, The Bounty Hunter,
Gold Collection comp, Crystal Castles,
Express Raider, Leviathan, Revolution,
10th Erame, Hit Squad, The Official
Father Christmas, The Nombles, Through

Top Gun, Transmntter, Treasure Island
Dizzy, Video Card Arcade, Vixen,
Werewolf of London, Nulfpack, Nabha
Dabha Doo, Yogi Bear, Rogis Great
Escape, 2008, 720.
PLEASE CONTACT: Rigel Hells,
"Shendale" 51, Avondale Road, ASBTORD,

HIDDLSBX. THIS 30p. TEL 01704-211734

FOR SALE:

464 Keyboard c/w manual E 15.00
6 Socket Rom Bor £ 15.00

Philips NNSl436 9Pin Printer £ 25.00
51 Cover Tapes from AA and other tapes
with various progs on C 20.00
Tasword 6128 c/w manual A case S 6.00
20 off 3" disks £1.00 ea or £15.00
User Manual for 6120 E 5.00
Cruiser Joystick r 3.00
Bug Type Joystick E 3.00
All prices include POSTAGE

PLEASE CONTACT: Brian Rey, 07,
Sweetlan Rd, Shaftesbury, Dorset. SP7

0E0 TEL; 01747-051029

l A II T E D

IANTED:

Anthony Taylor wants Noose with
interface for 6128. Also Nultiface 2

with front mounted bypass switch it

internal three inch drive with
interface for 464 if needed. PLEASE

CONTACT Anthony at '17, Anton Nay.
Aylesbury, Bucks. BPZl 9LT

TEL201296-433404.

IAIIED:
DNP3160 Printer Aanual to buy or
borrow also Nanual tor Nimi office 11.
PLEASE CONTACT: Geofrey Caroll,
24,0emesne Ave, Lurgen, Craigariem.
nrss 70L

IANTED:

Protert on Tape for 464 or could
anyone transfer this iron disc to tape
willing to pay market price. PLEASE

CONTACT: Sajad Bussain, 111 Ralph
Road, Saltley, Alul Rock, Birminghal
E0 1NA 0121-321-0117.

IAIITED:

Circuit Drawing for CPC 6120 and
Circuit Drawing for CTN 644 Nonitor
photo copies would be fine. Postage
and expenses paid. PLEASE CONTACT:

Jack Taylor, 49, Evenlode, llaidenhead,
Berks. SL6 BAX TEL: 01620-111426.

PHILIP DiRICHLEAD STILL IAITS

....a decent filing systel

....someone to pay his phonehill

lllll HE'S cor
....several offeres of being shot
....and several places where he can

the Trapdoor, Thundercats, Titanic, possible. Hill pay cash or swap for get lock up.

m “GAZIHEFORm83"COMPUTER USERS
You,ityou've got acpcpox- nm,I.06‘ or -m. ISpectrum.orwin-«ever...flnhuB-hitlthmamt-for”!-

File-mapping, E—mnfl, DIP, Best3‘1“.Source-ofSoftwareandHardware,Repairer-Q,ClubNew. etc.
only£3.00perhueGirl-monthly
From: Bur-IanWat-onHmwdon.39High Street,8mm, ELY,Camb-Cman;
N: 01353 "7006EMWmiidamomoomlk

SD MlCROSYS'l‘liMS
(Dept 7.) PO Box 24, Attleborough

NorfolkNR] 7 ”IL. Tel (01953) 483750
The CPC, PCW and PC Specialists.

Sofiware:
Wide range of programs including
Business/Accounts, Payroll, Word
Processing/DTP, Dalahzrscs, Utilities
plus a budget range from only £5.00,
all availableon 3", 3.5" and 5.25" disc.

AUTHORISEDLOCOMOTIVF. DEALERS AND
TASMAN SOFTWARE RANGE, S'I‘OCKISTS.

Supplies:
Blank Discs. Lockable Boxes, Printer
Cables and Ribbons, Labels and more.

NEW! 3" DRIVE REVIVER Kl'l‘....£l0.00
Drive belt, Cleaner, DIV instructions.

Hardware:
3.5" Disc Drive packages from £75.00
24 pin Colour Primers from £199.00

Disk transfer service CPCOI’CWOT’C
Send a SAE for our current catalogue
statingcomputer type and disc si7e.
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MICRUUESIGN ”U
ICON-DESIGNER

S MUSE!)
UPON BY
BILL
MOHAN

”drunhIe, yrulhle, loan, nutter, whiuge....etc. etc. Ilhy does that Philip keep
loaning on so? I 'l in Yacci [or what I can get out of it and I ’n sure nobody
wants to keep having I] ineptitude forced down their throats all the tine, do

they.” can't coapute worth a d... (see Gone I/ith The kind [or hissing
erp1etive.) but if ’[e Tigg’ is stuck for words, [’11 try to rally round. "

IS BILL MIMI IISAIE‘!
I'm no good at all at Computing,
in"CAPIIAI. LETTERS" but I can and do

enjoy messing around with graphics and
U'i'P on my Arnold Plus. While messing
with Aicrodesign+, I found that I

needed extra fonts in my Icon files so
I sat down with an old Aecanorma
Instant Lettering Catalogue to see if
any of the my fonts in it were
reasonably likely to translate into
the format we need.
Whilst Iooching around the catalogue

«doing what with the catalogue? that
on earth is 'nooching’ -Phi11p)) I
came across a familiar typetace, often
seen in local hairdressers price lists
and actually used as the pain typeface
outside up local chippy. Hhat drew Iy
attention most pas its name, a dead
cert for any hmstrad user, "Arnold
Iockliu." There was no need to search
any further for a victim, I'd just had
a Volunteer, hadn't I?

YES HE IS!
Using (Oi! quiet at the back that
boy.)paper and pencil I drew the
outline of a couple of the Upper Case
letters into a grid the sane size as
the MD Icon drawing grid and found
that a better than fair example
resulted.
After a few goes, I found that the

paper could happily be discarded as
my of the letters could he
transcribed very easily onto the Icon
Grid. This process is helped
enormously by the real size copy of
the Icon that naively displays at the
sane time as its pixels are being
drawn into the design grid, halting it
silple to watch the curves etc.
develop as they‘re drawn.

Some letters are repeated and then
altered versions of others, so it is
very simple to make U tron Mandi
from J, thus after my first attempts
took an evening to create, it then
only took a week for he to realise
that the lower case font was out of
proportion to the upper case. Isat
down for a couple of hours and quickly
modified it to the right proportions.

so INAI ELSE

I intend to do some more font files
from the book, next I'm planning to
produce typefaces based on a font
called Colmercial Script and one
called lidelio. Another font I'd like
to do is called American Uncial, that
looks like it is adapted from an old
Celtic alphabet. (of course it will
turn out not to be, but I still like
it), Any suggestions (no, stop, listen
I mean for Font Icons you daft ap‘orth
and you can pack that in too, missus!)
send their to Ie if you cannot work out
how to do it, I'll see if I can.

Any font Icon Files I do can go into
the club library as PU, it that is how

it's done, so Philip, the one you have
now belongs to any one who wants it.
It will go well on posters etc. for
the School Pete and the like. Perhaps
Philip will be able to use his
replacement Hultiface to do a

screengrab to illustrate the Icon
designer in action.

I'm told that you can produce
lettering using the Advanced Art
Studio, but at present I’m not that
far into AAS that I‘d be confident
trying, but the HI) system seems pretty
good to me. I do not know anything
about the rights of the typeface
designer for copyright purposes but
I‘m confident that one of us will know

enough to keep us out of real trouble.
Any info, folks?

The Icon designer allows quite
accurate curvy lines to be produced,
with grids of sixteen or twenty-four
pixcels so that quite complex letter
shapes are a viable proposition. Suck
it and see is my motto when trying
these things out (or on...)

Just to prove or disprove the above
I‘m about to stoke up the boiler under
MU+ to try out another font from my

catalogue, only one letter mind,
'l'igger isn‘t the only person around
here working to deadlines. It‘s
Saturday afternoon here and I'm due at
work in an hour and a quarter!

BEFORE THE DEADLINE

Using the Icon editor is quite simple
but I realise that some of you will
have had no reason to try, so I‘ll
give you a short run-through.
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In any nenu of Hicrodesign Plus you
can use the “X" keypress to take you
to the Main Control Menu. This will
give you access to the Icons Edit
page. The Icons will be loaded and sit
at the botton of the screen in
alphabetical order. This is important
so that when using the hlpha~nuneric
typing lode any letter key pressed
will deliver the writing in the proper
order.

EDITING ICONS

Select by using the enter key which
will allow you to love around the Icon
boxes to choose the letter either to
edit or replace with one of your own.
Before doing any editing it is a good
idea to renove your HD disc and put in
one to use as a work disc. This will
stop any nasty accidents giving you a

fright at a later date.
Incidentally, did you realise that

you can nake NU boot-up with sensible
letter icons every tine if you load an
icon set you like and the save it back
to your disc as BOUTJC. The present
Boot.IC file gets renaled lloot.Bak and
sits around waiting for you to want it
back by renaning it as sulnat else. To

save it back just press SAVE.123 on
the filing nenu. I like to boot-up
with "lines" when I start.

BACK ON TIIACK

The Icon editing box just has an elpty
grid except for a slall cursor in the
botton left corner. Pressing the space
bar when you‘ve put the cursor where

you want it will fill in one pixel at
a tine, so that you can either hold
down the space bar or go for the
slower Precision approach as the
cursor is noved. If a pixel is wrongly
filled in, it is sinple to use the £2

key to go over it and change its
colour to white and then push fl to go
back-to-black.

A lITlLE BIT OF PLAYING

It is great fun, as well as
educational, to use the f4, f5 and f6
keys to swap the colour and direction
of the icons and to change then over
to nirror inage too.
The Editing grid is norlally set on

the Upper case line and uses the 16 by
16 square grid to draw the letters.
Sadly the slaller size grid cannot be
swapped for the 24 by 24 grid if it is
to be entered on the top line, this

nakes drawing sure of the lore
conplicated letter shapes nore
difficult. hny capitals thus drawn
must be stored on the lower icon line
and care taken if used Alpha-
nunerically to ensure that the inage
needed is used properly!

Using the Size or Reposition Ieys must
be done with care as any pixels
dropped off the edge of the inage are
lost and gone. When you are happy with
the ilage you’ve reproduced nave
around the icon strips until you reach
your chosen spot to save it to and

press the KEEP option and the usual to
key to hate it happen, as in any other
Microdesign Menu.

OUIUODUCIIOII
The Icon Editing set is very
versatile, I've used three icon blocks
to write a pretty good tacsililie of

Iy own signature and designed several
useful letterheads for when of Iy
falily too!
I hope Phillip can lake up the odd

screen-shot for this so you can see
lore clearly (res... GOT llIltl... just
splatted a Iosguito that thought it
was supper tine.) what I have been

referring to.
Sorry about the nnrder you‘ve all

just witnessed but he had been

worrying ne for me tile and it had

to be hin or Ie.. Please try out the
Icon Editor, it really is great fun.
You could 'AHAZB roun l'lllllllDS'. Go on,
the world‘s your lobster (or was that
Sea Urchin?) and it‘s all in the best
possible taste.

«they, Hi1], sorry it tool so long to
print this, but I got there in the and
didn’t 1? Any chance of seeing any
other typefaces you've done? Any

chance of another article? Any chance
of a ...... onch.’ Or 5111, I '1 not a

nosgnr'to you know -Ph1'lr'p))

Merline—Scrve/MD,Brynaptun Cottage, Bnamwa'ck Road,

thhing, WestSusm, BNII JNQ. Tel/Fax 01903 206739

Merline-Serve
Merlin-Serve is a non-profit making service run by CPC
enthusiasts, for CPC enthusiasts. We supply sofiware and
hardware no longer available from the commercial sofiware
houses and publishing companies. We stock many books,
magazines, fanzines, ROMs, hardware, soflware (both games and
utilities) on disc, tape and cartridge. Our items are in good
workingorder, or your money back. Wewill consider swaps, part
exchanges and purchases ourselves. lf you can’t get hold of a
CPC item, then try us, because we have probably got what you
want, can get hold of it or know someonewho can.

We also run King Anlmr’s Domain, 8 disc based PD library
containingover 200 discs. For a catalogue, end a disc (3” or 3.5”)
and an S.S.A.E. to the address above. Mediate-Serve is now
offering a standard l0% discount to allWACCl members. To get
our latest catalogue, simply send an A5 S.S.A.E to the address
above. and we’ll get one on it’s way,
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m...

So that was the year that was. And pretty eventful one it was too.

A Look AT The ('6 orWACCI

h’hc‘c’l hecane
10 years old and produced its 100th edition of the club wagaziue. The roles of
the lead newhers of the club swapped round with Philip taking over front we as
Chief hig Ed and John stepping up to he Chairwau. Pichard rairhurst found a
worthwhile job (at last} and Frank continued to give valuable assistance to the
new if I'd. Ernie adopted the Iv’ish List tag and ”CC! life carried on as usual.
Let's have a loot at club life through the eyes of the wagarine (and sane of the
unpublished Convention piccies. }

JANUARY 1996 396
The January edition of IACCI blew in
with we wishing you all a happy new

year and waking a new years resolution
for you. This edition carried the
letter tron Angela Cook referring to
Handcuffs and the fact that they were
great. Odd we all thought. Alan

Tilling was still Vlllling, a magazine
got a review as did a printer. Angela
and Philip chatted away about B'l'L

(yawn) and the good old hanknan reared
his ugly head once acre in the pages
of TACCI. Angela (Pm) Cook (now you
Imow why she 's called that} started a

new series called The Angela Cook

Interview. Actually that was Iy name

for the series, she wanted to call it
sowething like Interview by a Vawpire.
in odd nane I thought.

Ray heal reviewed hrunword and Philip
had to adwit in his footnote that

Brunword appeared to be a very capable
HP. llay sent hiw two booklets to prove
his point, an index for Alstrad Action
and the Alstrad Conputer User
(rewewher then?) and Philip said that
as well as being quite an advert for
Brunword, they were sonething he had
been after for sale tile. Hhat he
didn't say was that the booklets were
just the right thickness to stop his
table from rocking. Dave Stitson gave
us a cautionary tale on disc drives
and the nagazine was rounded off by
Bill llohan reviewing limit” by the
fanous Richard Hildey.

FEBRUARY 96 #97
This month saw the aunounceneut that
Siren Software were leaving the CPC

scene and Stamper retired as Discounts
Ianager. A letter fron Roy Everett
appeared in PC that did so incense
nelbers. Roy thought he could get away
with it but tine proved hiu wrong.
Alan T was again Vlllling and not only

writing to VACCI readers but also to
disc. PD Disc 61 got a going over
(fisty cuffs) fron Mark Johnson. ITGA

interviewed Philip bin and wrote a

very sensible article about Philip.
Very odd that I though.
Ilic Rayer told us how to install the

CPC Ewulator on a Plastic Computer,
yes an article on a PC related subject
in HACCI. Angela raved(?/ about
ergonolics when using a CPC. hot all
that odd an article. Stella Outpost
got a good review tron Philip and
Robin Tanner showed us how to marry
HicroDesign and Parados in perfect

WI‘H'I

Paul Dwerrghouse

*m~«—____-——-'"j

harnony. A marriage nade in heaven,
just for ROM 7.
Angela Cook wrote a little ditty

about a day in the life of Anstrad
Action with a visit to their head shed
in Bath. She likened AA to a Porsche,
too fast and you can‘t afford it. An

odd sulnary I thought because they are
the lost ugliest of cars ever Iade.

IARCII 96 098
This nonth saw the last ever VBB from
Alan Tilling. Alan wrote to PC

explaining why he had cone to this
decision. It appears he needed the
tine to enbark on a course of study.
hell, having given nany HACCI Ienbers
a course of study in BASIC over the
years it seemed a fitting reason. he
thanked Alan and still niss hin.

Jeff Walker and Steve Williams

Grahan Deuyer was splendid in his Year
2000 article and how that date could
effect colputers. It appears that sale
serious problens are just around the
corner in nainstreal conputing. of
course, Alan Sugar, all those years
ago, ensured that the CPC would suffer
no such problens. The duub thing
doesn't know what a date is.
llugh leir wrote the alternative

Convention Report and gave ne the
chance to place on the page the
cartoon characterisation of Philip
bill. The source of the cartoon, well
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oddly enough, just ask ITGA to take a

big big bow.
A new type-in series started by

Clive Jackson. It required members to
submit programs to Clive for
publication. How long did you think it
would last? Bill Mohan sped into
action to show us how to put an ABBA

switch on a PLUS thingy. ITGA

interviewed John howley with odd

questions like “What star are you?"
Bob Moffatt was back with another

Experience for us to enjoy. This time
it was DIY and how to make good use of
a beernat in your projects. Finally,
Clive Jackson started a mini series on

sorting and searching with the help of
a pack of cards.

Clive Bellaby chats to Doug Webb

APRIL 95 '59
The price of your monthly dose of
MACCI went up to £2.00 this month but
no one complained. blizzard Gales bit
the dust, sad as they had been a good
reliable supplier up until then.
Goldmark Systems also left the CPC

world this month.
The type—in series by Clive Jackson

continued with two contributions from
members. A sound start for the series?
Clive also contributed an article
about DLAM by Campbell System, now in
the public domain. James Coupe
explained the results of the
questionnaire, which Iade interesting
reading. James then reviewed Masters
of Space. I think he liked it.
Angela Cook interviewed Ron Izett,

the unsung hero of page layouts. She

dropped the odd questions this month
and actually used some decent ones. We

also managed to squeeze in one of kons
drawing masterpieces to accompany his
interview. That eccentric but very
good CP/M Pl) word processor ZDE got a
look at thanks to lion Moreham and
Clive Jackson ended the magazine off

with the final
Sorting series.

in the Searching and

I" 96 NOD

Our big day arrived and I was as
pleased as punch to post out this
edition. You don’t get to many
milestones in life and 100 certainly
is one. The next will issue 150 but
that‘s a long way off yet! We also
posted out issue three with 100 so
that a complete set of the magazine
from one the one hundred was

available. It only took 10 years to
achieve! Oops, two screamers in one
paragraph.
Comsoft’sMark Two Ronbor was out

for review by Philip and Master John.
It also was the prize on offer for
that months Competition at the amazing
value of £240. Surely the biggest and
best prize ever. Our thanks go to
Peter Campbell and Paul Collins for
that grand jesture to the club.

David Crookes weighed in with an
article about the club and he
described MACCI as "a love, a rock, a

sense of security, a sort of monthly
drug which has driven perfectly same

people crazy." he might even be right,
just look at Philip. Clive Jackson had
another type-in for us but this proved
to be the last for this column. Thanks
for trying Clive.
Ian Meill started his guide to

EPROM's on the CPC, a very techy
subject, and Richard llarain reviewed
Model Universe, the 3!) wire frame
software from long gone Armor but
still available from Consort. Ian
Parker disclosed how to use EPIC, the
enhanced printer control program for
the Protext ROM. Many questions had
been asked about EPIC in the past and

at last we had the definitive article
to answer them.
Angela interviewed Jeff Walker, the

founder of MACCI, and oddly enough

THE LK'SONLYSBWUSCPCMAGAZNE
MOMCPCCLIB

We’re still hanging
around and looking

forward to the next 100!
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this was an excellent piece of work.
So nany questions answered. Peter
Ceresole once more entertained us in
the pages of HRCCI and be rounded his
article off by saying "[HRCCI] looks
exactly like the back numbers in my

collection. Just like coming home.“ Do

you think Frank Skinner reads HACCI?

Footballs coning home...
The centennial issue of HRCCI was

rounded off by Bob Hoffatt with Desert
Island discs. And he didn‘t get Angela
Cook to interview him, how odd.

Those HRCCI editors

Jqu 96 not
This issue has fond memories for me as
it was the last one I edited. It took
a couple of months to come down back
to earth as I kept thinking that I
must have sonething do, some time
linit was ticking away, but I‘m

happily adjusted now. Out of the four
retired editors of RRCCI I am a little
unique as I actually still contribute
to the running of the club and the
production of the magazine. I don't
appear to be able to live without it.
I did, of course, find something to do

with my new found tile, I've started
lecturing in hutoCItD (PC can software)
at the local college on a part tine
basis. It‘s fun and I get paid as well
but enough of le.
It was in this issue that Brian

Hatson referred to Richard Pairhurst
as Runny Fairhurst, a tag that was to
stick and stick well. Clive Jackson
attempted to get another BRSIC series
going by asking melbers what they
wanted. We never heard any more so I

Richard Bowley

guess members didn‘t want. Thanks
again anyway Clive.
Peter Rogerson discussed

Spekchuckers and Tiger looked deeply
at the Hixzard Printer Port. Angela
Cook interviewed me this month and
asked one very odd question. Did I
have a hobby! Gosh where has that girl
been the last couple of years.
Peter Rogerson was back again

extolling the virtues of the Proclip
program by Richard Narain and I put
a gardening article in HRCCI to see
what reaction it got. Err... I think I
can safely say that it didn‘t even
produce a ripple on the WRCCI pond.

Mark Johnson gave Pll disc 11!! a

going over whilst eating an Easter
Egg. The depths members go to just to
get their name in print. Ian Reill
continued the EPROH saga and Angela
Cook reviewed the PD game Street
Warriors in a baseball cap. Was it the
right way round Angela? And finally
there was the first showing of the
graphics by Jonty Jones in Comic Cuts,
a sign of things to cone.

JULY 96 nor
Philip picked up the reins fron me and
I know that Iany members where
relieved and pleased to see Philip
taking over the role and making such a

good job of it. Whilst the job of
editor is a heavy load, Philip is a

match for it. I certainly would not
have handed over the reins if I felt
any differently.

The letters pages brought out the
amazing fact that the CPC is already
in a museun. The Royal Huseul of
Scotland in fact. Perhaps we should
send a copy of HACCI to keep it
company. Also in a historic mood was
John Hudson, telling the story of our

beloved CPC, the big idiot. Dave

Stitson began a mini series on the
Honzo suite of programs and Ian Neill
was still having an affair with his
deeply sexy EPROH'S.

Richard "Bunny“ Pairhurst patted
hinself on the back for BTI. whilst
criticising parts of HRCCI. Having met
Richard and forned the opinion that he
is a very affable chap, very affable
indeed, as are the rest of the
Bunnylen, I found it difficult to come
to terms with the content of BTL. But
then that‘s just me. Or is it?
Iron one techy man to another, Paul

Collins this time, who divulged to us
how to add a switch to the big idiot
to allow the use of both PRRRDDS and
AHSDOS. Above ly head for sure but I
know many nenbers enjoy these
articles. Another in-depth article
followed by Ron Horehan on the
wonderful Discology. This was one I
could easily follow being a user
myself. Ron produced an excellent
effort, the definitive Discology
article in fact.

To beermats Included (lovely title)
by Ian Anderson, explained how to
change kitchen worktops into a desk.
It made ne feel very shameful for
buying my desks and Iy kitchen for
that latter. Angela interviewed Hike
Lyons this Ionth. It was always a joy
to read Mike's output but why did
Angela call his a past HRCCI officer?
Odd or what.

John Bowley cuts the birthday cake
at the Bescott Bash.
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AUGUST 96 9103
This nonth saw poor old Tiger struggle
with Thanx & Stuff. No news and a page
to fill. He Ientioned the fact in the
page header and that I had warned him

of such days. What he should of done
was to invent no news. You know the
sort of thing I nean - no, well I'll
tell you by way of an example. Sone
tine ago a newspaper had no big news
for the front page. The paper was sold
by men on street corners shouting
"evening standard" (but it never
sounded like that) to the passing
public. They used advertising plaques
and this day they said "The Pope - No

news" and what happened - they sold
loads because people thought the Pope
was ill or had befallen sone disaster.
In fact there was no news of the Pope
within the paper. Weat eh. So there
you are Philip, the answer to your
problen.

Tigger and the Bunnylen

Philip's lead article was called
Basic Instinct. I thought that was a

naughty filn but there you go. The

article was about Instinct and it
concluded with a warning about not
getting a WhCCI next month. What was

going on?
The next two pages saw Richard

Warain talking about printer ports and
Christine Raisin describing a Ghoul
Writer. Not all that sure what a Ghoul
Writer is except to say that it
apparently allows you to send Iessages
on a disc, to your friends etc., using
a text editor that doesn't word wrap.
Sounds like the futures bright, the
futures no wrap.
Dave stitson continued his series on

those two hip cats, house and Blitz.
Ian Weill conpleted the excellent
ERROR series and I appeared with sone
nelbership statistics. The brains of
Devon (Dave stitson) reviewed The

Those three wise WACCI Ien — Bob Rouston, Mr I {sorry} and Warm Davies

Times Conputer Crosswords available
tron Consoft. I couldn't get the clue
on the screen shot. chanpion golfers
casual request to caddie? (3,3,4) How

about 0)”? OUT IRON?

Tiger then read the riot act to
nelbers stating no articles no WRCCI.
Can he talk to Ienbers like that, I
nean he didn‘t even say please. Would

there be another WRCCI. Did you
withstand the suspense?
John Hudson told us about our Early

Morning Starts and San (who?) inforled
the readership how to get rich quick
selling your CPC stuff. Angela Cook

interviewed Steve Williams this month.
A very riveting read but I just don‘t
believe bin at all about the great
WRCCI crash. still let's let bygones
be bygones. It was good to see hil
back in the pages of WACCI.

SEPTEIBER 96 "04
This month saw Richard Wildey have a

go at Ie for knocking BTL. Well they
can sure give it out but take it -
forget it. Writing that letter leant
that they were sure walking round with
sore heads. To cap it all, Philip

thought that it was the best letter he
had ever received. What a sad bunch.
Rafael tron Spain asked about the

Microsoft Windows progral frol issue
#42. of course, it was a hpril fool
that I wrote and one that Steve
Willials gave larvellnus credibility
to. Why should Rafael be taken it by
all these years later? Well a quick
look at the WACCI Supplenent Edition
Five, page 29 has the lickey take down

as a review. Perhaps next tile Prank

you could place it in another
category.

The next article saw Brian Watson
launch his Iillenniul project on an
unsuspecting WACCI Ielbership. This
really sounded solething special, I
hope Brian gets it going. It also
showed how Iany folks don't read every
bit of MCI. Why did I get a postcard
they asked?
Martin Bela presented his 32 bit It)

port - 32 hit, I thought only Windows

95 was a 32 bit operating systel.
Gosh, how clever Martin lust be - the
Bill Gates of MCI. Rrunword was back

again with Ray Real and John Hudson
told us how he kept his chocolate

= essences“
ESSEXIII HIII.

Those WhCCI headers that did so get Philip into trouble with Ielbers
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biscuits in an air tight container.
Dave Stitson was talking about his
Bonzos Dig Jobs and chh gave very
good reasons why we should attend the
second convention. Martin Cush
presented us with the joys of
Protracker and Tetris got a Wish List
review (and a fan.)
Family history appeared back in

HMCCI thanks to Andrew Solomon and his
marvellous database. Prank Heatherway
gave it a good going over and it
passed with flying colours. Last out
this nonth was an unknown star
reviewer for Hish List Ernie. It was
CPC South West in the spotlight.

OCTOBER 96 “05
This month brought our tenth birthday
and the second MRCCI Convention had

just been held. In the magazine John
Hudson completed his understanding of
the CPC by looking at peripherals.
Philip reviewed Donutmag, which he
found apply naIed. Martin Dela
finished his 32 bit port series and
showed us how to use that little used
Basic command WRIT. Apparently it
causes the CPC to wait for sonething
to happen.
Somebody called Just Kevin brought

the unsuspecting readership an article
about ‘phouing Philip. I bet you
thought that was bizarre. it didn‘t
really surprise me as a nailing label
with the name Just kevim gets stuck on

an envelope each month. An excellent
overview of CP/M appeared from CP/M

guru John Hudson and Jonty Jones began
a long awaited Microbesign series. The

hdventure Probe got a Dish List review
and it would appear very good provided
you like adventures of course. Ernie
Ruddick encouraged melhers to write
for Queen and Country and HMCCI.

Clive Bellaby was interviewed by

Angela, shale he didn't tell all the
story. he did reckon that I laid pages
out wrongly by normally starting an
article on the left hand page. Funny
that as I never really thought hard as
to why I did that. Rut on reflection
if you have a two page feature then,
with MACCI being designed to lie flat
on the table, it means you have the
complete article laid out in front of
you. It just seems right to me.

IOVEIBEM 96 "05
This month saw Philip resign as l’C

Editor and Richard l’airhurst take over

from him. I bet that shocked a few
members. It is always good to get new
blood into the pages of MACCI and we

shall wait and see what Richard brings
to the role. He started well.

LTL 3 was reviewed by Philip. Why

didn‘t he ask ne to do itiI I would
have loved that job. Philip liked it,
of course. Well what else could he say
with the BTL editor as his TC editor.
The Microbesign class was still
running and a little known MP called
Pyraword, which satisfies the needs of
Ray Powell, got a review. The CP/M

spreadsheet, Supercalc was reviewed,
Tappers appeared for the first tine
giving you useful Basic routines. The

Market Stall this nonth carried an
article by Angie giving you the low

down on the run up to the Convention
and I did the Convention report this
year. Anthony Jordon produced the
definitive Xexor article and ?'.’?

decided that Doctor Who has a hand in
the production of MLCCI. Movember was

rounded off by ITGR interviewing Dave

Stitson, our nan from Mutley.
A new figure appeared on the Thaux

and Stuff logo. It was supposed to be
Clare. I'll leave it up to you how

good you think the artwork was!

The new TlS logo

The real Clare

DECEMBER 96 ND]
The last issue of the year and Philip
produced an art and design special. A

nice touch, why didn't I think of that
whilst I was in control. on well, you
can‘t be good at everything. Gpaint,
Microbesign, Pagesetter 64 Gpaint,
MicroDesign, Pagesetter 64, Advanced
Art Studio, Powerpage 128 and
Pagepublisher all got a covering.

The renaining articles were related
to the sane subject. The different
ways to control an art package, the 8

Bit printer port, graphic characters
frou Protert, Character sets for DTP.

Finally lTGh interviewed Jonty Jones,
MkCCls new graphic designer.

flOllllD IJP

Regulars, like the Competition Spot
and the Market Stall went tron
strength to strength. The lost regular
winners of competitions were Colin
Hazell, Bob Mouston (again), David
Mall and Frank Smart. All in all 16

melhers picked up prizes. The Market
Stall carried 51 wanted adverts and 56

sales. 1': not going to count the
number of itels for sale as I'd be
here for a Ionth of Sundays.

The headers in the magazine, on the
other band, did not go from strength
to strength but quite the opposite
and Philip got some stick for that.
Most of the front cover pictures were
produced by ne, all except two. The

best, in my opinion, was November 96

#106. You know the one. It had five
editors in a trolley.

The back page, did that change? Well

actually it did, as Peter acquired an
Email address during the year. new

about sending me your product list
Peter so we can update the back page?

MID FINALLY...
So as another 384 pages of MRCCI

slipped gracefully by, l pondered what
the year ahead would bring. Mould

Philip get the magazine out on time at
least once. Mould Richard l‘airhurst
upset anyone in PC. Mould the headers
take a turn for the better. Could
England win a cricket match. Mould
Clive Jackson ever get a Basic series
going. Mould ITGh run out of members
to interview. So many questions. We

will have to . sit back and await the
answers during the c0Iing year.

Take care all,
Paul.
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IT’S THAT GIRL AGAIN

BRIAN WATSON

Brian Watson, the can who has unlimited energy, hundreds of feathers in his
various caps and a lovely wife who's a brilliant coo/i. lino else to disturb then
over the Yuletide period?

IIIRO PROPER

Brian is a lovely nan. I've had the
pleasure of meeting him and his family
on several occasions. The first time I
witnessed brian in his own hole (which
is lovely too, by the way, and like a

Tardis sizewise) I decided he was

totally and utterly mad - completely
bonkers. But then so an I which is
probably why I like his. I don‘t think
much more needs to be said, because
Brian says lost of it hilself in the
following pages. I will just add that
Rob Scott described Brian as "sublile"
and who an I to quarrel’,I

IACCI) what prompted you to start 8th
and have you achieved any of the
objectives you set out at the
beginning?

Brian) In Hay 1994, as a very
satisfied user of a couple of cm for
business and domestic purposes and

ganes,I had noticed that all the
news—stand Spectrum Iagazines had
already gone and hmstrad Action and
Commodore Format (for the cot/128)
were still there but shrinking fast.
That they were on the way out seeped
obvious and inevitable.
I suppose partly from a selfish

point of view, I wanted to do whatever
I could to ensure continuing support
for up CTC colputers. Incidentally, I
am STILL nnpersuaded that I need to
‘upgrade'. It seemed to ne then that
there was an opportunity for a cross-
forlat magazine covering CPCs and the
other computers iron the sale
generation.I found that there were
many features colmon to two or were of
the 8-bit computers (3 inch discs,
some gaIes available in versions for
several different computers, CP/H,
etc.). As someone who is a

professional writer with business
experience too I thought I could
probably do a satisfactory job in an
economically viable way. At least, I
was as likely as anyone to makea
success, if it were possible at all.
Further research showed that Ptil

Plus was still going at that time and
HACCI and [MUG were serving CPC

enthusiasts well, so there was a

network through which to contact users
of the principal 8-bit colputers.l
was confident that a bit of research
could also put me in touch with
whichever Spectrun organisations
eristed.l was aware the clock was

ticking and had better get on with it
before the 8-bit network collapsed.
Incidentally, by making a graph in aid
1995 of the pattern of reducing page
when which had preceded the closing
of All and CF, I predicted now Plus
would close at the end of 1996. Who's
a smarty pants, then?
It has been the intention of 851'!

to couple-ant, rather than seek to
challenge or replace, existing
computer- specific publications. I
have always tried to point my readers
in the direction of other Iagazines
and groups which are SPECIALISTS on

their computers. I have probably lost
afew subscribers that way too. In
return, BBIT has been treated fairly
by other publications and colputer
specific organisations, who seem to
understand what it's aiming to do.

Incidentally, on the subject of "is
what I do in the computing world for
philanthropy or profit?“, the only
frequently asked question you haven't
included here, it‘s both in about
equal Ieasure. In my work for the
alateur or semi-professional stage, I
would not consider staging a
production without a strong

probability of it more than covering
its costs, but nor would I put on a

play or show PRIthlIII for the
potential profit. And I do not ALHAYS

include a fee for lie.
I started SHIT, got involved in the

rescues of Protert etc., and

relaunched the IBM because I felt
there was a real and worthwhile need
for doing all of them, but I'I also
very happy that the first two are
financially successful for me too. I

certainly do not feel a Ioral
obligation to run thew on a non-profit
basis. That is very naive and has been
the downfall of my other endeavours
by my other people. I would clail
that the principal reason that
progralmers have virtually stopped
producing good new software for the
CNS is because there is no profit in
it for thew, and for Iany people
nothing Intimates like cheques. I

prefer to work on projects in the
areas that I do that contain a balance
of activations.
Initially,l had anticipated that

the Iagazine would be an advertising-
centred publication and, in fact, it
started with the sale ‘SIIIT wanr'. As

it quickly becale apparent that the
fast—growing nulber of subscribers
wanted lore articles than
advertiselents, the title beeale
downgraded to '8le Hart' (using lower

case letters), then it becale the
current 'ABIT'. I expect it will just
be called ‘8' by the turn of the
century.
".. have you achieved any of the

objectives you set out at the
beginning?" Apart frow the principles
outlined in the preceding paragraphs,
the only underpinning objective was to
do the job well and keep getting
better. As a ‘one was band' I al in
the fortunate position of being
cowpletely unaccountable so can take
chances if I believe they are for the
best. The feedback soon cones in fro]
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(1) phone calls, (2) letters, (3)
single issue orders which are, or are
not, turned into subscriptions, and

(4) renewals, or not. The subscription
list currently stands at about 150 and

growing, so I must be doing something
right.

I) flow did you become the ”Honourable
Secretary" of the Independent Eight
Dit Association and what does the role
entail?

D) When I heard in early 1995 (i
think) that there was a SA! and

Spectrum club called the 1le which

was failing fast, the name seemed too
good to lose. The Association itself
had hit difficulties when one founder
left in a huff (he couldn't afford a

taxi, so he had to leave in a huff)
and the other founders were just going
off to further education. Serve then
right, I say.
The 'name and responsibility‘ for

the continuity of the old IEDA were
entrusted by the founders to one of
the most unreliable members of the SAN

community, so I chatted him up and

gradually hi-jacked the Association
for my own purposes. Apart from the
name, there were no other assets to
strip, indeed there were some debts,
but I denied all knowledge and

responsibility and set about
relaunchimg and rebuilding the IDEA

intoa cross—form organisation to
promote the benefits of D-bit
computing. "Honourable" in this sense
leans unpaid, and I go further than
that by paying all the IEDA's

Secretarial postage and stationery
costs apart from the Directory and
llewsletter duplication and
distribution costs. As far as I know

the other officers pay their own costs
too, so are equally Honourable. It is
a very frugal organisation.
Time has passed, and the IAAA now

has a Spectrum—using Chairperson
(Joyce Cook), a CFC-using Treasurer
(Gordon woolliscroft), a PCH- and

Spectrum-using Publicity officer
(David willins who, incidentally, is
not a member of the IDEA) and the
Directory is compiled by John Walker,
who uses [.ocoScript on his PC)! with a

skill which is simply superb. I (as
Secretary) have a CPC, a TCH, a C64, a

Spectrum, and now a mid and a rather
awful TC. There are also

representatives of many other computer
using communities on the committee. i
haven't checked lately but there are
about 150 members and more join each
week. So out of its despotic and very
devious beginnings, for which I accept
all blame and responsibility,
something very positive and effective
has grown and, I light say, blossomed.

As IADA Secretary, 1 handle all the
'iront line' enquiries and membership
applications. The actual cheques are
all forwarded to Gordon for banking in
the ’IEDA‘ account so that the process
is open and accountable and neither l
nor any other officer can be seen to
be embezzling or misappropriating IEDA

funds at any stage of the process.

llwe haven‘t heard much from the
IADA, what exactly is it trying to
achieve and is it getting there?

B) i hope the job of publicising the
IDEA and its activities will be better
handled now someone else (David
Williams) has taken it on. To date, I
have been doing the Publicity job very
inadequately myself.
The IEDA exists to promote the

benefits of 8-bit computing; it's as
simple as that. flow it does it now is
by publishing a Directory of 8-bit
Services. All entries in this are free
to encourage maximum participation and
the Directory is a real goldmine of
information. Suppliers and

organisations with one specific target
audience often do cater for other
machines but do not allocate (or have)

any advertising budget to tell anyone
about it. The Directory is that medium

and a real landmark for the IDEA.

I don't have the permission of the
Chairperson to speak on behalf of the
IADA, but would like to say Oil HY own
DEHALT thatl would hope 1997 would
see the establishment of a portable
IEDA display module for use at
computer fairs and in public places
such as libraries and community
colleges.
Also, I will be suggesting to the

committee that the membership be
invited to pay for the display only
(for four consecutive weeks) of well
designed and printed postcards
advertising the Association. These
should be sited by participating
members in city-centre newsagent
windows or other places with a high

throughput of people, achieving a

national advertising campaign for a

very low cost to the Association. As

the once-only joining fee of the IDEA

is just £5, 1 would hope a significant
number of members would feel able to
respond positively and participate in
this campaign to promote their
computing.

I) Are 881T and the IEDA associated in
some way?

D) Only in that, to all intents and

purposes, i started DOTII of them and
much of the correspondence for both
gets printed on the same equipment.
The finances of the IADA are all
banked and administered by someone
else, whereas I make an enormous
amount of money from EDIT and will
shortly be publishing it from the Isle
of flan for tax purposes.

I) How did "Protext Software" come
around and how healthy is it looking?

D) Due to space constraints and the
fact that I tend to witter on given
half a chance (cl/o, not at all- 1)),
this will be kept to a very condensed
history.
After the old Arnor programs for the

CPC and PCH (Protert et a1) were
bought by the partnership called WACCO

when Arnor went bust, Peter Campbell
and I set about republishing them all
at reduced prices. This was done very
successfully during 1995/6. Although
the CPC market is now pretty much

knackered by piracy and poverty, PCH

sales remain good, and revised and
updated versions of several programs
will be issued in 1997, as will a
much-enhanced version of Protext for
that very under-rated new computer,
the Pom. I will be stepping up our
publicity and marketing efforts to the
PCH world in 1997 and keeping the
dwindling CPC users informed too.
If anyone can persuade me DY SALES

that the CPC world is worth supporting
beyond what Peter and I already do, I
will be happy to put more effort and,
if necessary, money into it. If it
were left up to me lo club members
would now receive a discount; the
sales to WACCI and llADG members simply
do not justify it in any business
sense. If anyone on behalf of HACCI

wishes to quote back to me the old
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glory days of CampurSoft/ComSoft sales
to EACCI members as reason for
maintaining the discount on products
in which I hold an interest, I would

reply that I was not a beneficiary of
that and al speaking here'purely on my

own behalf, as requested.
lie (as HACCO) sell a lot more HACCO

prograns through other sources than we

do direct to PACCI members. However,
as you know Peter Campbell is all
heart and warmth whereas I an a

stony-hearted devil, so HACCI members
are probably secure in their discounts
for the forseeable future.
There has been a (free) Protest

users' club run from HACCO and 8911's
H0 for six months and I‘ve only had
three enquiries from CPC owners about
it. llakes you think, doesn‘t it?
Perhaps they are all so good at using
it that there is no need for a Club?
In fact, some of the CPC versions of

the programs have already been
updated, but we've just kept quiet
about it lately as it seems impossible
to get a review and I do not feel
inclined to let any more review copies
pass through four pairs of hands
without a result, even if it's just to
say a EACCO program‘s crap and a waste
of money. At the time of writing
(December 20th 1996), the HACCO

programs Protext Office and Aontrac
are still doing the rounds of HACCI

members and are unreviewed at least
four months after the release of both.
Enough of the bile and vitriol, back

to "Protext Software'. with the CPC

and PCP versions of Protext etc. re-
established but predicted to be on a
steadily declining curve, I heard that
the company who had picked up the
rights to distribute the PC, Atari and
Amiga versions of Protert had ceased
trading. This company were called
COHPO, (absolutely no relation to
ConSoft) but might nore accurately
have been called COMPOST. They had
bought up the residual Arnor stock
from the liquidator and obtained the
rights from the copyright holders of
the 16 bit and 32 bit versions of
Protent to sell it. These copyright
holders are Hark Tilley and Gavin
Every who created most of the Armor

programs. however COAPD then failed to
give llark and Gavin as much as a penny
iron their sales before closing down.
After discussing it with Peter

Campbell, I arranged to meet Hark and

Gavin and offer a four-way equal
partnership to relaunch and sell the
versions of Protert which they still
own. This was agreed and the resulting
partnership is called "Protert
Software“. The fronteloaded expenses
have been high, but we have just
released Protert v6.7 for the PC and
the Atari series, and the Amiga

version may follow soon. This latest
PC/Atari version costs just £50 and
includes many substantial mew

enhancements as well as completely
revised and updated documentation
contained in two books; a user manual
covering the basic instructions and a

reference manual covering the Promerge
language and other advanced user
features.
lie have also re-released Prodata,

the PC database with the Protext 'look
and feel', at a price of just £20. Ee
have just had a special delonstration
version of v6.7 on the cover Cl) and
disc of PC Plus and a HADLEY revised
upgrade may be released in late 1997,
depending on sales. Frankly, I am not
convinced that we need one, as PC

Protext v6.7 is quite simply brilliant
as it stands.

I) with all that you do, how can you

possibly fit it all in in the time
available?

ll) Slowed if I know. Ask my wife
what‘s-her-nale if you see her before
I do. And you night ((111 Sheilla- A».
Seriously, all I do is write plays

and magazine features for a living,
edit and publish 9191!, play lion.

Secretary for the IEEA, part-own or
publish all the various versions of
Protest etc., sell greeting cards and
dodgy lines to the gift trade of
London and East Anglia, broadcast as
their theatre critic for the BBC

locally, chair the local drama society
as well as acting, singing, directing,
stage managing and spotlight wielding
for then and other local similar
amateur dralatic groups. I gave up

being a trustee of ADEC (the Arts
Development in East Cambs guango) over
a matter of artistic principal last
year and I no longer fence with foil
sabre and epee for Essex. I no still
play bass guitar, but only very badly.
I have an IQ of 152/3, and therefore
an the star of the local Sunday llight
Quiz evenings at our local

Conservative Club. «finch! Drplram!»

l) People think you are pretty fierce
when it comes to copyrights. what are
your feelings on the matter, both on
the CPC and other formats?

I!) light, the background for starters.
For about twenty years I have been

working as (along other things) a

writer of plays and magazine articles.
In other words, my writing ability is
part of my living; mo paylent, no eat.
As creator, I can choose to either
negotiate an outright sale or licence
a publisher for a specific limited
purpose and retain the copyright for
later publishing in another medium.

That is my right. So I get very upset
IIDEED if somebody rips off my work,
or a product protected by a copyright
which I have bought with my loney.
Such a purchase by me is a conercial
investment and part of Iy living, just
as an outright purchase by a publisher
of my work is.
Software piracy is theft of

intellectual property copyrights. That

means selling or giving away COPIES of
programs or documentation which are
covered by copyright lawI whether the
originals were bought new or second
hand. If you obtain bootleg copies
from any source you are breaching
copyright and should destroy or
reforaat then.
For the record, the CPC and PCP

rights to the old Armor programs are
in my name so legally I would be

required to act alone in any action.
Fortunately I am very rich, well rich
enough anyway, and also well covered
by appropriate legal insurance.

So if I have good grounds to believe
someone is bootleggimg programs I own,
I will take out an action using the
Anton Pillar procedure to empower a

duly—appointed agent of the court to
enter their home and confiscate all
their software, computer equipment and

Iaterial documents as a preliminary to
action in the courts seeking
substantial damages and costs for
breach of copyright. If you who are
reading this have bootleg copies of
Armor/HACCO programs, think about it.
Hell, do you feel lucky, punk?

The antithesis to this ‘bnlldog—
like' tenacity over copyrights is that
I am all for the liberation of old
software that no-one is publishing or
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supporting any note. I can confirl
from other sources that cm can now

be supplied freely, in fact ONLY

freely, as the copyright holders have
said so, and my other companies have
also declared that they have no

further interest in the CPC and other
versions of their prograns and that
they are now freeware, legally
speaking. This leans that they can he

passed around hill) DUPLICATED quite
legally as long as no one makesa
profit out of the process. It opens
the doors to substantially enriched PI)

libraries.

I) How far ahead are you looking into
the CPC colnercial Iarket and what

plans do you have?

B) What CPC Iarket? HACCO launched a

very good wholly new program called
Hontrac last year and the response was

dismal. I have just relaunched the
Pipeline Tutorials on behalf of
Richard Hildey's Sentinal Software,
and will plan any and all my future
CPC releases according to the response
to their sales and all the other CBC

items I an involved with. But I'n no

nasochist and I've got more in my life
than hissing old horseleat in an
effort to revive it.
The new Millennium computer is still

very much a runner, for example, but I
can say now that it won't be based
very closely on CPC technology. what

it will incorporate, though, are many
of the features requested by wnccr
melbers. Thank you all very Iuch for
your responses.

I) It is known that an offer was made

to you to buy out dBIT some time ago.
Why did you not accept that and put
more energy into the [filth - is an
organisation not more your thing than
the constraints of a magazine?

8) Because I'I a money-grubhing

capitalist who doesn't nake any money
out of the IBM. The fact that I'm
also a paid-up melber of the Labour

Party is just a (not very) red herring
and part of that colplex contradiction
which nakes me the intriguing enigma
which I undoubtedly all.
If someone offered me the right

amount I suppose I night sell, but I

actually believe in what 831T is
achieving and so would be reluctant to

hand it over to someone who can't
write, can‘t spell, and dribbles his
rusks. Oops, I hope he doesn‘t read
this 0h, who cares, it‘s Christnas
and I've just drunk two bottles of
Southern Colfort Urgh! «And
what's wrong with Southern Carrion?-
Philip»

I) If that offer was made again, would

your answer be the same?

B) Frankly, my dear, you couldn't
afford me.

I) how are you proloting the use of
eight bit machines, surely 8th is no

more than a trade Iagazine?

B] hh, this must be the gritty
question. Therefore, I shall answer it
with complete seriousness. I am

sensitive to the fact that any
magazine, including SHIT, is open to
being (or being ACCUSED of being) just
a tale Iouthpiece for its advertisers
especially if, like SHIT, it carries
information on new releases within its
news colunns as news items. As editor,
I do not require or expect people or
colpanies with a new 8-bit product to
publicise it with an advertisenent
before I will cover the release in the
news colunns. News is news;
advertising is advertising. In BBIT at
least, there is simply no connection
and an examination of the current and

past issues will confirm this.
Since more than half of the magazine

is 'editorial' and some of the
advertisenents are published on a free
reciprocal basis, there is actually
not Iuch 'trade' content or bias
possible, I hope. I have already said
earlier when discussing the magazine's
origins that I have noted away Iron an
emphasis on advertising, and 8th does
not rely on advertising for its
profitability. For eralple, issue 15

will be the first to carry an
advertisenent specifically for any
version of Protext, my own progral. If
8311‘ were a trade—biased magazine, I
would have featured a large advert for
one or lore of my own programs in
every issue.

The articles tend not to promote one
program or another and I try to
maintain a balance of computer-
specific content so that it is
genuinely inforlative rather than

conercial. llowever, part of its role
is to pass on information and sources
of support and I make no apology for
naming names in doing that. If it
interests a user of one computer in
the features of another (as well as
selling shiploads of Protest), I will
feel it has done a good job. Damn, I

was going to be completely serious,
wasn't I?

I) Are you planning any nore
(drastic?) changes to (Hill?

B) Changes, yes; drastic, no. Unless

you call the inclusion of photographs,
colour printing, free exploded-view
pop-ups CPC circuit boards, and
money-off vouchers for the Pcillt
drastic, that is.

I) that, BBIT, Protest Software...
okay one quick plug and that's it.

B) Oh dear, I didn't know this was

going to be an opportunity for an
advert; I don't have ny copy ready.
Suffice to say further information is
available frol Harrowden, 39, high
Street, Sutton-in-the-Isle, ELY,

Calbs. C56 2“ for the price of an M
Shit. Thank you and goodnight.

IIIIE JUST FLlI

Hell, this is going to be short (it's
planned to be but knowing me it won't
be). Thanks Brian (or Brain as I often
say - not because of his mental
intellect, but merely because I type
to fast and don't check Iy docunents
properly) for taking tile out over
Christmas to do this, and I entirely
agree about the relatives.
Ilert month if I can shift this

horrible flu bug that has invaded he I

shall be doing a proper interview with
Philip rather than the one I did last
time. Have hope all flu sufferers
everywhere.

((I know it's last unusual for h’ACt‘l

to print out a full four pages of
interview, but since sane of Briana
consents were very interesting {and

sole of then were, shall we say, very
hold), I thought that the full
interview should he published as is.
Hesides than! would have found it
very hard to edit down to the
custolary marinul length of three
pages -Phi1ip))
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Bognor Regis, Best Sussex, 1021 500

PD LIBRARY - DISCS BS onnrds
Deng Yebb (01257) 411121
I Lindsay Drive, Chorley,
Lanes, PR7 20L

IACCI SERVICES

Frank Frost
4 Rectory close
Yootton, Ryde

Isle of Right
P033 108
Phone (01983) 802197

The Alternative Firllnre
Guide and disc only £5.00

Bx-softvare house discs ready PAST IACCI'S
formatted and labelled. £1.50
each for 3" and £0.35 for
3.5" Bin order 1510 discs.

Prank Reathersay
3 Glebe Close
Rayleigh
Essex
$56 9BL

Phone (01268) 784742

01-03,20 .......... 50p inc pip
10-12,“,46-49 50p inc 1181)

52-62,65-69 ....... 50p inc pip
70,72-73,75-79 £1 inc pip
80,83,88-98 ....... £1.50 ditto
99-106 ............ £2.00 ditto
6'0 011, grab a back issue.

SUBSCRI PTION FORM ( 1 09 )
NB: Subscription includes club membership.

UK ISSUES @ £2.00 EACH = £
12 Issues for £22.00

EUROPE ISSUES @ £2.50 EACH = £
12 Issues for £27.50

OVERSEAS ISSUES @ £3.00 EACH = £
12 Issues for £33.00

NAME PHONE

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

From: To :

Please send your cheque
or Postal Order to:

WACCI
'7 Brunswood Green
HAWARDEN

Flintshire
CH5 3JA

Cheques payable to
WACCI please.
SAE needed for receipt.

Else close the gap with our English dead ....... The end is near



|||||| SOFTWARE - HARDWARE - DESIGN

Telephone/Fax: OH] 554 4735

cumsurt, Email: cam1@cix.compulink.co.uk
mm IDMcIntosh Crl.,WeIIpark,Glusgow, G3I 2HW. Scotland. U

NlRVANA ~ ROM based file and disc manageirimt . , Features include: Disc copy. d ,
‘

- copy, unerast: change Iile
attributes, automatic catalogue ol‘driw: /\ and easy to use menu system. Suitable for two drive machines, l’ltzise note that Nirvana will
only nmgruse data and system format discs in drive I3. £l 5.00

MienDuigiPhil - Menudrivm D'fl’ page processingwekzgc, Twodi: and two manuals High qualityprint output. For all Amstrad
CPC disc machines with IZXk. £29.99

MicmDesigi Extr: - Disc of clip—art for use with MieroDesign I’lus, Consists of large headline fonts, musical notation symbols, ,

flowchartsymbolsetc. R()MI)()S 020 format £13.99 or 3" disc £14.99

TheMap: Libraries For MicroDesign Plus:
a) Map:Of'l‘e Brit'ull Isles - Sixteen IIi-Res (256k strip format)maps of the coastline,motonways, counties and towns of the UK,
R()M1)()SI)20 format — £1299 or 3" format ( 2 discs ) — £14.99
h) World Map: - I-‘ithaen lli—Res maps of America,Europe,Asia etc. R()MIX)S DZI) fomiat - 1.12.99 or 3' l'omiat — “3.99

Page Printer - 24 pin and ink jet printerdriver for Microlksign Plus. Easy to use — good quality print outs. £9.99

DES - The Desktop Environment System ~ Sophisticated CPC graphical user interface, based on an Apple Macliilosh style WIMI’
environment.For all CI’C disc machines. )isc - L I499 ROMS (Z) < £24 99

I‘ll] - PC to CI’C transfer proy‘am, rims underCI’M. Allows the user to swap between a PC and the UPC using an interchangeable
disc format. For all AmstradCI’C disc machineswith IZXk running under CPM] “9.99

[’1an ~ SuperbDisc Operating System for use with large format 35" II dri -s Compatible with and superior to Rt )MIXIS. This is
the only DOS ROM which should be insened in ROM slot seven thereby freeing an ex a slot for more software. [I499

TheRuit Ide- » QualityBasic tutorial aimed at the competent Basic programmer.Consists ofa 42 [urgemanual and disc ofcxample
programs]; [4.99

Xexor . Seriiislicated disc backup utility, capable of backing up almost all protectedCI’C discsLI4.99

Sofl—Lok V2.3 - Comprehensivelapeto disc utility, designed to transfer speedlockprotectedgames to disc [l4 9‘)

ComSnl‘I anlmx - Cased 8 socketRombox cxpandible to 16 sockets, ideal for DIES, I’Lirul)os, I’rolexl etc, 1.35 + L2 postage.

17ll€ I’ROTILXTSI IITI'.‘ The most .vnphrrlicalutl won]processing systemever developed/or Ilw .rlmxlnul ( ‘I’( ' ('tmlpult‘r range. Rivals
I6 bit wardpmceuorxin eure afuse and range offealmes,

PROFEXT - The number one word prtx‘essor for Anistrad CI’C computers, Features include: I-"ast text editing, insert/overwritemodes,
full text foirnaling,block functions,on screen help and printer control menu. DISC - 1;] 5,99 ROM - £22.00

PROSPELL — Advanceds ’11 checker for I’RUI'I‘ZX'I'.Features include: Mas "ve 32,000word dictionary,can check up to 2000 words
per minute,build/ediI/Iisldictionary,unlimiteddictionary siie and word search/anagram feature. Will also check files from other word
pmcessots DISC » “4,99 ROM - [ZHIO

PROMERGE PLUS - The completemail merge and utility program for I’R()‘l'l",X'I‘, Features include.Comprehensivemail merge
function, auto reformatingol'texl & selective printing. ROM version also allows for two file editing& backgroundprinting as well as
columnwork. DISC - 1.14 99 ROM -L2I.00

PROPRINT - PRO'I'I‘IX'I'print enhancementprogram. Features include: Multiple fonts Within one document, import of fonts from
otherCI’C programs, 9 and 24“ pin pririler drivers and an integral font designer for creation of new fonts/editingofimporteil fonts.
DISC 4.14.99 ROM - [ZIOO

DESI'EXT — Pmi'erful DIES utilityenabling owners oflll'IS and I’RO'I‘IEX'I'on R( )M to use the DIN graphical intertZ'icc wrlhin I’rolexl.
Features include: UniqueWYSIWYGscreen printing option, screen saver At multiple text options. DISC - £9.99

PLEASE ADD “.00 TO ALL DISC AND ROM ORDERS FOR IST CLASS POSTAGE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
AIR MAIL FOR INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS — ADD £2.00 PER ORDER.

CUSTOMERS WISHING TO ORDER BY CREDITCARD PLEASE CALL 014] 554 4735 (24 HR ANSAPHONE)


